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(right) The Undergraduate Student Art Show features several pieces from the different mediums the school of art
offers, including glassblowing, pottery, drawing and painting.
(above) The graphic design aspect of the show features
project from the different classes the department offers.
Above is a project on hate crimes done for the show.

Art show prepares students for professional world
JEFF HINDENACH
MANAGING EDI I OK

The School of Art can sum up the
, opening of the Undergraduate Stu. dent Art and Design Exhibition with
one word: electric.
"This is a big day for the School
of Art because it is a big event for all
the students involved." said Jacqui
Nathan, gallery director. "This is the
first time for some of these students
to have their work displayed at a
show like this and so they are very
excited."

The exhibition, located in the
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery, will be
open Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. and
will showcase the different artwork
created by University students.
Louis Krueger, director of the
School of Art. believes that the Art
and Design Exhibition opening is an
exciting event.
'The opening of the show is the
best event on campus during the
year." he said. "There is so much
energy because all of the students
and their families and friends arc
there. It is very exciting."

The design aspect of the exhibition, showcased in the Willard
Wankelman Gallery, oilers a new
feature this year — antique chairs.
"We are showcasing a series of
vintage chairs from the 1960s." s.uJ
Mark Zust, chair of the graphic
design department. "This is a way
for people to look beyond graphic
design and to keep in mind that
everything around us is design."
The show itself will feature 235
of the 638 pieces entered by students
thjs year. Nathan said getting art into
this show is competitive because of
space limitations.

"The competition gets very competitive because the galleries are so
small," she said "We want to show
a lot hut we are always limited."
But Krueger said the competition
is a good experience for the students.
"This show is a model of what we
hope they will experience as professionals." he said. "Artists deal with a
lot of rejection. You are fortunate 10
get one out of 100 jobs so this is
really a version of what they are
going to face in reality."
Zust agreed with Krueger and

said the competition can also help
develop skills that may help them in
their profession.
"We judge the students' pieces to
see if they have strong communication and a unique quality." said Zust
"Wc arc trying to get each student to
have their own unique style because
that is what employers are looking
for out there."
The Art and Design Exhibition
.ilso (liters possible careei opportunities.
"Professionals also come to the
show to give |ob otters and we want

to have the best of the best for them
in view," /usi said
Another aspect of the professional world lli.it the show tenures is the
awards, and according to Krueger.
the awards are the biggest part
opening.
"There are thousands ol dollars
attached to this slum." he said. "And
the best pan is thai students who
didn't win anything the year before
can turn around and win scholarships the next There is a look ol
euphoria on the part of the students
who win the awards and that makes
it worth it."

Mesa focuses on diversity
Speaker discusses misconceptions Le
Speaker gives vieivs on racism in today's society
with racial issues in workplace
IRENE SHARON SCOTT
CUM

AMYJO L BROWN
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

When tensions within a work
place result from racial conflicts, a
heated disagreement can become a
steamy confrontation.
Handling such conflicts often in
his work with the Equal Employment Opportunity system. Howard
Gadlin, an expert mediator, spoke to
faculty members at the University
yesterday. Using his experiences as
support, he talked about helping
employees and employers deal with
accusations of racial discrimination
"There are two sorts of racial and
ethnic conflicts," he said. 'There are
some where the issue is race and
some where race is a confounding
factor."
For instance, the definition of
racism varies as defined by different
groups of people. Misunderstandings can arise when one person perceives an action or comment as
offensive and another person doesn't. Accusations can put each person
on the defensive, with no hope of
resolving the conflict themselves.
"We have well-rehearsed roles,"
Gadlin said. "And there are certain
routines to fights."

No one wants to be called a
racist. When accusations of racism
are directed at a person, the first
response is to deny them.
"It's the hardest thing in the
world to admit that we might have
made a mistake." said Jeanie I.udlow. an associate professor of American Culture Studies who attended
the lecture. "The fear of being
accused of racism keeps us from
understanding real grievances."
One of the ways Gadlin advised
for resolving racial conflicts is for
the parties to speak informally
together about the issue. He does not
believe making official accusations
is the most reasonable and effective
way to deal with the problem.
"In principle it makes sense to
have a recourse, however, the way in
which the principles are put into
practice. I fear, undermine the intentions of the system." Gadlin said.
While the system (in this case,
the EEO) wants to resolve conflicts,
it can actually help to create further
dissension.
"Any complaint filed with the
EEO, no matter how absurd, must be
investigated." Gadlin said. "Situations interpreted racially seem to
escalate."
Gadlin believes part of the prob-

lem lies in how white individuals
address issues concerning racism
"I think he was saying that white
people need a lot of education."
Ludlow said. "Once we think of ourselves as a race and not just as people, we'll be able to talk to people of
other races about race."
One of the problems at the University, according to Michael Martin, chair of the Ethnic Studies
Department, is that there is such a
white homogeneity that racial tension and conflict comes with the territory.
But. on the other hand, the University provides a perfect opportunity to confront racial issues, according to Martin.
"It gives us an ideal laboratory to
address these issues," he said.
The Affirmative Action office on
campus admits that there are an
"evenly distributed amount of racial
discrimination cases" that comethrough its office each year. It did
not have exact numbers, though
Ludlow also believes the University has problems dealing with race.
"I see problems here on campus,
but there arc problems throughout
society." she said. "We live in a
racist society."

i RHtiK'ii-.R

Among the concerns discussed in
yesterday's "La Mesa Oblicua Lecture Series: Latinos on Campus"
were students' experiences at the
University.
The three panel members who
discussed topics raised by the moderator were Rebecca Nieto, a junior
I PC major; Lee Torres, a Irishman
ethnic studies and IPC major; and
Lena Quintero. a junior ethnic studies major.
Nieto. who is from a predominately white city, said she has the
privilege of learning about her culture at BGSU.
"Back home, the Hispanics in my
town did things my parents didn't
approve of. The Mexican students
were cither getting into trouble or
never went to school, and I was torbidden to hang out with them," she
said. "Growing up you had to lease
your culture at the door. I feel proud
to be Mexican here."
Torres said coming to the University was a "culture shock."
"I came to BGSU to experience
diversity because the fields I am
going into require me to work with
different races." he said. "In Santa
Rosa. Texas, it was about 90 percent
Latino. 1 was used to being around
Latinos and seeing Mexican stores.
Coming to BGSU was a major culture shock and I often got home-

sick "
Both Torres and Nieto said the)
had a positive experience at the University, yet Quintero experienced
discrimination from day one.
Her freshman year. Quintero
encountered another student who
"didn't want anything to do with
'spies' or 'wetbacks'." She also
received negativity from black
female and Caucasians.
Quintero said she attempted to
get involved with the Black Student
Union and Latino Student Union, is
well. At first she didn't feel welcome by the BSU. until some ol the
black students saw a photo of her
siblings who are half Mexican and
half black
Quintero is from Michigan, her
mother is Mexican and the man who
helped raise her was black.
"I was raised knowing two ditlci
ent cultures." she said. "I nevet recognized that I was different until
someone pointed it out. Most people
who come to BGSU are from small
towns."
The panel also discussed University employment.
Torres said he wanted to be hired
based on his qualifications. Recently
he accepted a job at the Ethnic Studies Department.
"I loved it there since the da) I
began to work there." he said. "I do
my business and get paid. There arc
Asians, whites. Latinos and blacks
all working in one department."

Minority retention rate decreases this semester
Fall 1999 Main Campus Full-Time
New Freshmen Cohort
Comparing Fall '99 with Spring '00
Fall '99 Spring '00 % Retained

African Am.
Am. Indian
Asian Am.
Hispanic Am.
African Am.
Am. Indian
Asian Am.
Hispanic Am.

149

142

95.3

8
19

7
18

87.5
94.7

87
Fall '98

76
Sprinq '99

84.7
% Retained

172

157

91.3

5

5

100

18

16

88.9

72

67

93.1

IRENE SHARON SCOTT
CHIEF RI.PORTKR

Recent statistics show that more
than 87 percent of first year students
of color returned this semester from
the fall '99.
According to the full-time new
freshman cohort. 95.3 percent of
African American students. 87.5
percent of American Indian students.
84.7 percent of Hispanic students,
and 94.7 percent of Asian students
returned from last semester.
When comparing the data of students who returned from fall '98 to
spring '99, there is a 4 percent
increase among African Americans
and 5.8 percent increase among
Asians.
According to Clarence Terry.

director of minority in the Office ot
Admission, new programs at the
University played a role in the gradual increase in minority retention
rates.
"There are more interventions."
he said. "For example, the Office of
Residence Life has the minority peer
mentoring program, individual colleges call the students, and the office
ol academic enhancement has the
University Program for Academic
Success that helps students who
need extra help."
The minority peer mentoring program, which is aimed at helping
first-year students make the transition from college, was implemented
last semester
The University Program fois\ca
demic Success is a specialized pro-

gram that helps students who have
fallen short of the admission
requirements, but have shown that
they have the skills to succeed at the
University.
Terry also said that enrolling
"better" students plays a role in the
increasing retention rates.
"Student retention rates increase
because we are enrolling more students with good test scores and
higher GPA's." Terry said.
There are three factors that play
into on minority retention rates.
Terry said
"It isn't always about academics," he said. "Sometimes students
are not pleased with their surrounding such as professors, roommate
See MINORITY, page 7.

Nieto works as a resident advisor
in Offenhauei and under the
provost for enrollment, Sail)
McKee She lias experience lovi
from all her employers
"Sail) is phenomenal," she said
"She enjo) experiencing things and
seems .i- though she is learning
something from nic She put me is
s|>ots where I am noticed and can
educate others
Quintero had found a comfort
zone in working foi the Springboard
office.
"Elhr
,. the directed rj|
Springboard] is the most energetic
person I've met on this campus." she
Said "I walk in and she says, 'hi,' —her enthusiasm is contagious."
Dating was another topic discussed
"In Texas, there is a stereotype
that while women were considered
the hook-up." Torres said. "Here
dating isn't an issue, because I am
loo btis\ educating myself"
Nieto agreed that the dating experience changes when one comes to
BGSU
"I was '.used d.itiny white." she
said "M) mother was .me out of 14
children who married a Mexican.
When I came to BOSU, I began dating some Latinos."
Of the 40 students who attended
the panel discussion, several said it
was enlightening.

• See LE MESA, page 7.
Inside
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Men's basketball
travels to Akron to take
on the Zips.
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McCain wins Michigan, Arizona primaries

e World
In Brief

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Gulf Ar:il> oil ministers hint
at production increase

Sen. John McCain, rearmed by a
double victory over Gov. George W.
Bush, said today he is building a
"governing coalition" with Democratic and independent voters and
more Republicans should join in and
"enjoy the ride." An unflinching
Bush said he would still win the
GOP nomination.
McCain crowed about his "overwhelming and phenomenal victory"
in the Michigan and Arizona primaries during a speech today in
Spokane. Wash., one of three states
with contests next week. He
acknowledged he had "a long way to
go" and said he would focus on his
conservatism and electability to
attract more Republican voters, who
have favored Bush.
"What I'm proving to them is that
I'm forming a governing coalition,"
McCain said en route to Spokane
from Arizona. 'This is a crusade, get
with it and you will enjoy the ride."
The two campaigns continued to
swap charges over telephone calls in
Michigan that sought to link the candidates to religious bigotry, with
McCain saying the same calls
attacking him were made today in
Virginia, which also votes next
Tuesday.

| RIYADH. Saudi Arabia — Gulf
Arab slates are leaning toward a
slight increase in oil production to
lower prices, officials said Wednesday after a meeting of Gulf oil ministers
• In a closing statement, the ministars called for a stable market, but
gave little away on what position
they would adopt at next month's
meeting of the 11-member Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries in Vienna.
The ministers stressed their countries' desire to maintain the market's
stability in the coming period in
cooperation with other producing
nations, according to the statement.
The skyrocketing price of oil.
which has nearly tripled over the
past year, has led to spikes in heating
oil and gas prices in the United
States and prompted calls for the
government to tap the nation's
Strategic Petroleum Reserve.

The Nation
In Brief

Bush said in California today that
the McCain camp had made phone
calls to voters portraying him as
anti-Catholic, then had denied any
connection with the calls until the
polls had closed. "I don't accept that
kind of campaigning, and I don't
appreciate it one bit," Bush said.
As for McCain's Michigan support from Democrats, he said he
understood some found his rival the
more attractive candidate but he
added, "In this state there was a
clear effort by people to hijack the
primary."
Bush tried to ease the blow of his
defeat in battleground Michigan by
noting he "won overwhelmingly"
among Republican voters, who were
narrowly outnumbered in their own
primary, which McCain captured
with votes from independents and
Democrats. McCain also won at
home in Arizona by a landslide
Tuesday.
A new poll today found McCain
has caught up with Bush in New
York, a key state in the March 7
round of voting. McCain said he was
on "very, very good footing, particularly among the northeastern states."
Bush declared. "I'm going to be
the Republican nominee." and said
independents who voted for McCain
would support him in November.

Florida carries out first execution by injection
I STARKE. Fla. — A man who
killed an off-duty sheriff's deputy in
a drugstore holdup was put to death
Wednesday in Florida's first execution by injection.
Last month, the state changed the
law to give its 366 death row
inmates a choice between lethal
injection and the electric chair,
Florida's sole method of execution
for the past 76 years.
The Legislature acted out of fear
that after two fiery executions and
one bloody one over the past few
years in Florida, the U.S. Supreme
Associated Press Photo
Court would ban the electric chair as
cruel and unusual punishment.
After the law was changed, how- CHAT — Keith Anderson talks with students during break at
ever, the high court decided not to Homework Hangout. Anderson may be banned from campus
!hear a challenge to Florida's electric without permission for his participation in a Dec. 1999 protest.
•chair.

HalfPrice
Student Tickets'

KOD

Associated Press Photo
PUMPED — Rep. Lindsey Graham (center),R-S.C, congratulates presidential candidate Sen. John
McCain (left), Ariz., and McCain's political director, John Weaver (right) before a McCain 2000 campaign rally in S.C.

Strange bedfellows find common cause
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DECATUR. III. — Attorneys for
the Rev. Jesse Jackson have an odd
ally in their legal fight against the
Decatur school board — white
supremacist Matt Hale.
Hale and Lewis Myers Jr., an
attorney
for
Jackson's
Rainbow/PUSH Coalition, both
hope to block the Decatur school
board's attempt to ban on-campus
demonstrations.
The school district is seeking
authority to keep protesters 50 feet
from school grounds, saying last
year's demonstrations over the
expulsions of six black students disrupted the educational process.
"We are not interested in stifling

f^ptOOO Kappa Delta Shamrock Project

I?

" I
and loving it!

Drummers
of Japan
Critics and audiences worldwide
describe the incredible lightning
beat of their drumming as
"exhilaratingand astounding!"
Featuring the 900-pound
"odaiko" drum, an evening filled
with "primal power, bravura,
and beauty."-Ch/cago Tribune

Call (419) 474-1333 or visit_
any Ticketmaster outlet.
"tf\£*
•With valid student ID.

•

www.capa.com

NEWLOVE

•

NEWLOVE*

NEWLOVE

NEWL9VE

€AFE

353-0988

Arrest anyone in Bowling Green for $1 a person. Leave the rest
of the work to us. Tickets on sale everyday this week from 9-4
in the Math/Science and Education buildings Also check out
our awesome raffle tickets. They're $.50 each or 3 for $1.
Win dinner, tattoos, and more.
Help support the prevention of child abuse

Rays Music Exchange is an
eight piece band from
Cincinnati that takes an
experimental approach to
jazz, funk, and latin music.
www.r3ysmusicexchange.com

Senior Portraits

111 1/2 Main St., Portage
Upper one bedroQjtl jluplex with eat in
kitchen. One car garage. $460.00 per
month plus utilities and a 12 month lease.

111 E. Main St., Portage
Two bedroom lower duplex. $475,000 per
month, plus utilities for a 12 month lease.

202 VW-BMrt-VV£-mtage
haH

^oBuMfWl ** ^lrL>v f*7«"""

per morfth plus utilities for a 12 month lease.
r

T

lookup.

■ www.newloverealty.com
• 3nO~1/V)3|y

^sionc».-r 'C
* Ihu JO
*
* (I p*r pefwmi V

Check us out at: www.vr.net/easystreet

Rentals

3/tO~l/V\3|U

Students at that school's Sept. 17
football game were involved in a
bleacher-clearing brawl that ended
with six expelled for two years.
The Rainbow/PUSH Coalition
fought to cut the expulsions to one
year, while Hale and a handful of his
supporters staged their own rallies to
support the expulsions.
Hale, who is trained as a lawyer
but has been denied a license
because of his views, told the judge
his demonstrations took place off
school grounds and were never disruptive.
"I did not slop traffic," Hale said.
"I did not make a speech. I did not
get arrested. I did not engage in any
disruptive behavior."

104 S. Main

332 S. MAIN ST.
352-5620

] Two

High School.

Rays Music
Exchange

Thursday, March 2
Stranahan Theater, 8 pm

NEWLOVE

their opinions," school board attorney Everett Nicholas told Circuit
Court Judge James Hendrian. "But
the actions of these defendants prevented students from attending
school."
Hendrian ordered the parties to
return today to finish presenting evidence before he decides the fate of a
temporary injunction barring protesters from the city schools' propertyMyers and Hale argued that their
respective demonstrations were not
disruptive. Myers said the injunction
is not necessary because demonstrations ended months ago.
Over 10 days in November, protesters and police officers were in
Decatur almost daily, mostly on or
near the grounds of Eisenhower

• 3AO"IM3|\|

• 3AO-|/Vt3|\J

»
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ACROSS
i Neon <x xenon
4 Avant-garde art
movement
8 Japanese
horseradish
4 Take one's pick
is Worrier's word
16 Blackboard
requuement
1/ Distances across
i» Shoretards
20 Paper money
^^ Biographer
Strachey
23 Lounge about
24 Buenos
25 Bangkok native
29 Historic period
JO Egg white
31 Separate
32 Dreary
34 Appeases
35 Plenty
38 bghttan
39 Stirs up
43 Knier and Elison
47 Unmannerly
people
*B Printers measures
50 uncooked
51 Needle case
52 Disgusted
t>3 Asian desert
54 Chosen pursuit
56-Garfieto"
canoonisi
57 Indigenous
60 Hurtonnierlorsoy Got around

9 Pisa's river
10 AposMtoftie
Gentiles
11 Homed viper
12 Honey ending?
13 Taxgrp
18 Everyone
22 Snort and to the
point
24 Parcel out
26 Crone
64 Trank better
27 S usi
afterward
28 Possessive
pronoun
65 Comes to a point
66 images m rev
30 Celebratory events
31 Glowing
67 Garden plot
emanations
DOWN
33 Murder ol one's
1 Ale greedily
mother
2 Deductive
35 Discard
3 Adler and Benson 37 Conical shelter
39 Writer Burrows
4 Fathers
5 Mtn stat
40 Obtained
8 ine blue
41 Debt letters
7 Ancient empire
42 Session
onineTigns
musicians
8 Adam and Mae
44 Pithy saying

CROSS^
word
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG
PLACES?
GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
www.bgnews.com

63 Toledo slake

45 Hegjar
customer
46 Moved with a
hissing sound
49 Arrow poison
52 Savage and
Fnenrjy

S3
55
56
57
58
59
61

hiaphps
Declare
Recokxs
Pro*
Ms. Gardner
Light knock
Oil-well device

Ohio weather
Thursday, Feb. 24
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

Sunny Pt Cloudy

I'M STILL AUV£, BUT
\TS ONLY A MATTEL OF*
TIME: BEFORE, THEN' FIND
OUT i U£D ON MY
RESUME:.

Cloudy

Shown

Tuorms

Bui

Flumes

Snowlce

waAs&AimaPms

©

h
Fog

Rain

£

Showers

High: 59*
Low: 45'

High: 57'
Low: 48"

W

High: 54'
Low: 40*
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6:30

BROADCAST STATIONS

CD

NewaX

Entertainment
Tonighti:
Oew Carey
Slarao) B)
Bmintna Apt- Newshoui With

ABC World
Newi Tonight

©
©
NX Call

©
©
©

CBS Evening

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X
Home
Improvement
Slmpeoni (In
Sleieo) X

Mad About
You (in stereo]
SlmD«oni(ln'
Slarao) X

CABLE STATIONS
AMC
COM
DISC

Hollywood
Square! X
Frailer (In
Steiao) J

Arthur "Arthur iookoT
Goas lo Camp Vlrluaa
Selnleld "The Frlendip
Slarao) X
Blood" X
Friends
Frlendalln
Slereo. It
Slarao) I

MDMmMSE&MMIE&m
Chicago Hope"Simon Sei" (In 41 Houn "In ■ Panic" (In
_ legnosle Murder "The
Sloreoll
Slereo) X
Unluduesl Bachelor m L A" It
WhOM Until Whoia Una li Who Wants lo Be a Millionaire 20/JO Oonnlown I
11 Anyway' B It Anyway? <t (In Slarao) X
Frasier VMnS Sn» Raving EH Be Patent" lln Slereo) I
Jeeee(ln
Frkwieelln
' In Stereo)
Stereo) (E
Stereo) at
1 "Tretf by Fin" A lawyer and hei Wei have alterem
Bellykiaearigel Rrver Dance"
in a murder case (in Stereo) I
MyMeryl Trial by Fee A Uwyor end her lover have cMterenl
Maw Yankee
TniaOM
WorHhopX suspects in a murder cm (In Slereo) X
HOUMX
NewareoTo
Movie: eta "The NuttyProcessor" (1996. Comedy) EdrJe Murphy. NearaX
Pianbee X
A plump scwntisl transforms himsall rto a sveie swncjai IE
Spo'!6
Delron
Newt
WWF Smeckdown! !ln Slereo) X

•• -Around(he Worldri oYJOays"(1956. Aoventuie) David Niven. Shirley MacLare. Mano
Movie:**** Too Many Girts (1940) Four lormei
;« 00) Movie:
Moreno -Canrnrlaj-. Based on Jules Verne's novel about a raobo-liotBrig Brl
Locks bodyguaid a college-bound heiress
long Gray"
iSinbed: Brain Damaged (R) X
Movie:
**'i
"Booh/Car(1997. Comedy) Jam* Fou. v.vca A
Win
Ben'"
Only lka»(R)
Saturday Mght live John
Slein sMoney Foi Two budrkas horn lo acori durnvj an eventful double dale.
Goodman S
Goodmm.
Into the Unknown Monsters
Science
Myitirlee
Onlhelnilde
RealLAPD
hiMnoosol
Your New Houaa Wale-cooSd Wild Diicovery Chi
and Stolhs"
Monumental Mysler*s"
die Wild: Runng.HWlfl)
Wed" (I
"Super Cop" (R)
home an concMionnQ syrtaTI
TCollege Baakalball Marrjuene al Soulh Flondi (Uve)
CoUege
Baaketball
Purdue
al
Michigan
(Live)
Sponicenlar ■

i Show ,r
Sleieo! X
Nigntlini I

Red Grew (In
Sleieo)
May lo
December
Star Trek Dual Span MneTn
t* Pile Mcorilighr (In Stereo)
Freak* (lr
IFraaler "Room
Service" X
Slereo) X
Movie: f, ScnotPile/ict'
195?. Comedy) Bob Hope
Dally Show
IWInlen
SHIni Money
On mekielda "RealLAPD"
Super Cop" (")
SporUcenterX

Movto: th ■Oloril-IIJW. Drama) Sharon Stone An e.-gunnmO!
Movie: .« "Dance Wlh Me" (1998. Drama) Vanessa L mem. Chiyanna A
(R) Qn Stereo) X
shelters an orDhantiorrt murderous mobslers (In Sleieo) HIX
.
Cuban discover! hit dancing abilly II i U 5 dinoe club. (In stereo) PG I
Secretaol Work) War <
Grand Coulee Dam (R) X
bvll
War Combat "Ine
Quanlrilll
RaWeri
(R)
S.
JOth
Century
"Gang
Violence
in
Guns That Tamed lha Wesl R)
Denger Below «w Surlace" (R)
Homefs
Nesl
al
ShiBh
x
HISI
Ameiga" (R)
FOX Spoil
|CoHe»lI Basketball Oregon al UCLA (Lme;
Slant (R;
FOXSporti-" College Baaketball Cleveland Stale «Wiscons«i Milwaukee
LailWord
lOXSporlb
FS0
■ Rewind (uve)
Movie: ««'1 "Addams Fam*
Movie: e.'.i -Addimi Fem*/ niues"(l993. Comedy)
Movie: "Trie A\»«i«jorSi«*«rooaannii4crosjlheEicyirh
Sliders "Just Say Yes" (R) (in
Huston A greedy nanny plots lo marry and murder Uncle Faanr. a yato»'(t9M)Ariiilica Huston.
Dmtnsion" (19B4) A comic-book cranefigrnn bames aien nvaoart. ■?—i
SCIF1 Slereo) X
■
1
. '.
T77T.—
. .■ ..
Deluge Flaah Flooda (R)
Deluge: Race Against Nature
DHuge: Drowning Earth
Deluge Flaah Flooda
41 Hour! The war ao,
Home Again
Home Again
TUC
piariflouaolaaiM :.
(R)
Movie:
.a^
"Sud*n
lmMc("(l9»3) Detective
Movie: ••• -Pi* ROer" (1985. Western) Cknl Eastwood. Michael Monirty. Cime Harry CMehin searches
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Million dollars isn't enough to buy love

I*

UAO incognito about bands
There are nine weeks left in this semester and still no plans have been
finalized for a UAO spring concert.
In September UAO talked about their grand plans to survey the campus
about if they wanted a concert and who they wanted.
In October the surveys revealed 99 percent of the campus wanted a concert.
In January they told a BG News entertainment writer that plans were in
the work for a spring concert.
Yesterday they told another news reporter that "we are exactly where we
need to be" and that bids had been sent out to bands, but as for what bands
- that was top secret.
Which leaves The BG News with one question — Is UAO planning a
concert? And if so what are their plans for a concert?
Brian Engleman. UAO Concert Committee Chair, says a concert is in the
works, but has yet to reveal the specifics.
"You don"t want to promise anybody something that you're not sure you
can back up. We don't want to get anyone's hopes up unless we're sure."
The BG News can respect the fact that UAO doesn't want to make false
promises and that they don't want to get students excited about a proposed
concert, but time is running out.
Students are tired of hearing that a concert is in the works and that "things
are right on schedule." Students need to know specifics. Students want to be
reassured that UAO is trying to bring a concert to campus.
. ■ Sure, they don't want to raise hopes or give away a potential big surprise.
but communicating with students could actually be more of a blessing than
■a curse. Students can provide feedback, generate support and create the
^enthusiasm that is needed to bring a big concert to campus. In fact last year's
I concert flop can partially be attributed to the fact that UAO kept students in
• the dark about the concert.
►' Most importantly though giving students a small update would show the
• students that UAO is working toward the thing that 99 percent of the cam• pus wants.
The BG News knows that UAO has brought in bands earlier this year
including dkoostik Hookah, but what we want to know is what are the plans
for the big spring concert.
It's almost March. Students want to know what is going on.

Last week the Fox television network broadcast a show called "Who
wants to Marry a Multi-Millionaire."
Over one million females registered on the network's website in
order to participate in the event. The
contestants were narrowed down to
fifty females that would prance
around the stage in bathing suites
and wedding dresses, and answer
probing questions from the future
millionaire husband. The questions
included everything from what's
your favorite color to what's your
middle name.
The contestants never saw or
talked to the bachelor, and they were
not permitted to ask him any questions throughout the selection
process.
Hello — how much more degrading can this show be?
Fox aired this show in honor of
Sweeps month. For those of you that
don't know what sweeps month is,
it's the months of the year when the
Nielsen ratings are taken. These ratings help to determine which network receives the most viewers and
pretty much helps the networks to
gain advertising revenue. Clearly, no
rock is left unturned and all the stops
are pulled to impress the audience.
It looks like Fox received what
they wanted when the show "Who
wants to Marry a Multi-millionaire"
gained an audience of 23 million
people last week. This show drew
inspirations from the enormously
popular "Who wants to be a Millionaire" on ABC. However, it seemed
to resemble a beauty contest instead
of a game show.

I don't know what is more
appalling; the fact that Fox television would actually envision a show
like this, or that over one million
females actually offered to be on the
show.
I blame the females, because if
they had not signed up for the show,
or showed so much interest in the
show. Fox would not have produced
or broadcast the disgraceful event.
At the end of the show the chosen
female signed a prenuptial agreement, was married to the "gentleman." The winning contestant was
guaranteed a $35,000 diamond ring,
a car and a two-week honeymoon as
her prize. This show is unbelievably
insulting to both women and men.
The show reinforces so many stereotypes.
Come on ladies, competing for
men on the basis of looks, and that
all you need to know about a man is
that he has money.
The day after the program the
Fox television network website
crashed due to the large number of
women trying to sign on to compete
in the next show.

(I especially want those people to
keep reading.)
Maybe I'm just old-fashioned
because I like to get to know a man
before I marry him. and I believe in
taking the wedding vows of "till
death do us part." to heart. I believe
in marrying for love and not for
money.
Hold on to your seats people, the
story gets better. Seems this millionaire is really a stand up comic that is
known for his elaborate stunts.
Believe it or not his show appearance is one of them.
Rick Rockwell the eligible bachelor was born Richard Balkey. When
Fox did a background check on the
alias Rick Rockwell they found that
he was worth over two million dollars. Claiming to be a real estate
mogul, when in reality his only
investment property is a low rent
condo that leaks a far stretch from
the lavish sites that he was filmed at
for the show.
An ex-girlfriend told reporters
that he had planned do the show to
further his comedic career. And
planned to have the wedding
annulled so that he and an ex could
reunite.
If things could get any worse...
Rick Rockwell was accused of
hitting and threatening to kill an exgirlfriend. A restraining order had
been issued against Rockwell. The
ex-fiancee claimed he had slapped
her around, entered her home twice
without permission and vandalized
her car after she broke off the
engagement.
Rockwell has recently threatened
to find her and kill her.

Furthermore, another woman
claims (hat Rockwell groped her
during a date three weeks ago without her consent.
Recent reports say that Rockwell
"allegedly" returned from the
Caribbean Cruise honeymoon Sunday night, alone and a week early.
Needless to say Fox has cancelled the rebroadcast of the original
show. And they have set aside the
thought of reproducing the show for
May sweeps.
I wonder if after hearing this,
those millions of women would still
want to sign up — Dear God I hope
not. Have they learned nothing from
this?
What have we come to in a society that we are letting this mockery
invade a sacred union of a couple's
relationship together?
Maybe this will teach females
that you can't judge a man by the
size of his wallet. Marrying for
money doesn't have its perks.
Maybe we will learn as television
viewers (hat you can't always
believe in what you see. especially
on television during sweeps months
(February, May and September)
Hopefully we will all appreciate
the happy and healthy relationships
that we have today!
Even if it takes a lifetime, keep
searching for that special someone.
When you find them the entire wait
will be worth it.
Laura Salasek is a BG News
columnist, and she still believes in
the sanctity and purity of marriage.
She can be contacted at
salasek@hotmail.com

Student existence based on checking race box
- Here is a fact that the whole University, including faculty, staff, and
students, needs to recognize: there
is, nor has there ever been, such a
thing as human races. Mentioned
frequently in The BG News is a reference to large groups of people as
"white" or "black" or "Latino" or
whatever other ignorant ways people wish to categorize humans. And
this is historically and biologically
wrong.
"The reality of human races is
another commonsense "truth' destined to follow the flat Earth into
oblivion."
So goes the starting sentence in
Jared Diamond's article in Discover
.magazine "Race Without Color."
'Diamond explores the fact that
•genetically there is absolutely no
basis for the whole notion of
"races." If there is a need for such a
classification, there are classifica. tion systems that have grouped such
peoples as the South African Xhosas
• with the Swedish as one "race."
As for "white" and "black" clas; sifications — that is simply absurd.
- If there is more genetic proof for this
! outlook on "race" that can be found
; in either of the following articles:
Mark Schoofs' 'The Myth of Race"
in The Village Voice. Eliot Marshall's "DNA Studies Challenge the
Meaning of Race" in Science, and
Christopher Hitchens' "Let's Lose
the Race" in New Statesman &
Society.
Historically speaking, the whole

Greg Jacomet

Guest Columnist
bloody notion of "race" was developed in or around the Seventeenth
Century by a group of aristocratic
Europeans who created a lie that we
believe even today! The notion was
developed because of greed and a
need for cheap labour, hence people
were categorized so that a hierarchy
could be created thus justifying
slave labour.
(More about this in Floyd Matson
and Ashley Montagu's The Dehumanization of Man.)
The Irish were for a very long
time categorized with the "blacks"
as undesirable and were discriminated against.
How did the Irish get rid of these
unjust prejudices?
They dropped their accents,
changed their last names, flaunted
their "white" skin, and oppressed the
"black" humans.
(More about this in Noel
Ignatiev's How the Irish Became
White.)
Throughout the years this
accursed, fictitious idea has caused
such division and hardship in (he
lives of human beings. This does
not change the fact that it is nothing
more than a gross inaccuracy.
In Schoofs' article it discusses
that all human beings are indeed
linked genetically. Mitochondrial-

Eve can be traced through all
women and Y-chromosome Adam
shows a paternal ancestry for all
men. And as far as geneticists can
trace we all can be traced back to the
earliest known human who was
found in Africa. So, technically
speaking EVERY American is
African-American. The only question is how long you have been
removed from the homeland.
It seems that I have been
removed from Africa for a few thousand years while one of my friends
has been removed from Africa for
only a couple hundred years.
Why the difference in body characteristics? Geography and science.
In walking from Norway across Asia
to Korea when do people stop being
"whitea: and start being "Asian?"
There is no answer because the differences are gradual and in degrees.
In Africa there are different shades
of "black" and in Europe there are
different shades of "white." So of
"race" there can be none.
What's really sad is that we are
still clinging to this idea of "race,"
anthropological associations have
petitioned our government to rid the
census of the "race" question, but
our nation has not.
This University still asks for
"race" on applications and what not.
and this is supposed to be a place of
higher learning. The knowledge of
"race's" nonexistence has been
printed since at least 1934 by Paul
Radin in his The Racial Myth. This

book dealt heavily with the myth
that the Jewish were a "race."
Slightly more recently Ashley
Montagu published his Man's Most
Dangerous Myth: The Fallacy of
Race in 1965, but this was almost 40
years ago and the same fallacies
exist today.
There is much more information
that can be shown that refute the
reality of "race." but this is an editorial and must be cut short. It is a
misrepresentation for this information to be published on an Opinion
page for there is nothing opinionated
about what is presented. The preceding is fact and can only be recognized as such.
I write this not to dispute anyone
nor to stir up a debate, but the facts
have long been ignored and so here
they. Finally, I ask people to refrain
from using such out-dated terms as
"black" and "white" because you are
only supporting a damaging, separational stereotype. And I challenge
the University to cease using all
"racial" references and questions on
all University documents, for this
has absolutely no business in a place
of higher learning!
There is no such thing as "race."
Greg Jacomet is a BG News
guest columnist. He can be contacted
via
e-mail
at
gregaja@bgnet. bgsu. edu
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Question: How did you *]_
unseasonably warm weather?

elly Connelly
Brandon Price
Senior/Sophomore
Theatre
"We romped in a

field."

Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually in response to a current
Issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to
tran#bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor."

Copyright © 2000, The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material from
this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.
The BG News Is an Independent publication
founded In 1920 and is published daily during
the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed In columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty. University administration
or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the Spring 2000 BG News staff.

The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors In stories or photoAlso, you can check out back Issues of the Opinion graph descriptions.
page on the web at www.bgnews.com.
Decisions made by the Editor-ln-Chlef and the
Editorial Board are final.
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Kari Kaps
BGSU Alumni
"I hid in a dark
.■ eavr ."
Katie Vogi.
irishman
EducaBon»
"I studied mitside
and smoked, cigarette!

Kim S«
Freshman
Social Work
"1 went rollerblading around
campus with
friends."

Lindsay Gunn
Freshman
Art Education
"I went on vacation, rollerhladed.
and smoked! cigarettes *

___

Give The BG News your opinion about the Univeristy. Remember, the Opinion Page is not only the voice of The BG News
columnists, but it is also the voice of the studetents. Write in to
speak your mind, because unheard compaints just wither and die.

Letters to the Editor Policy
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U.S. Forest Service smokes pot
Wwwvgnrws.com/ap

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

In 1999, 452.330 marijuana plants were
removed from national forest land, mostly in California and Kentucky. With each plant estimated
to produce at least 2.2 pounds of pot. that's
995.126 pounds of marijuana, with an estimated
street value of about $700 million.
The U.S. Customs Service seized 989.369
pounds of marijuana along the Southwest border
in fiscal year 1999. while the Border Patrol confiscated just under 1.2 million pounds.
The difference: Customs has 2.900 inspectors
and agents manning Southwest ports of entry; the
Border Patrol has 7,761 agents patrolling between
those ports.
,
There are just 588 Forest Service agents and
officers assigned to 192 million acres of national
forests, a decline from 625 officers in 1996.
That's nearly 330,000 acres per officer, and only
one of them is dedicated full time to drug enforcement.
"We don't know how much is growing out
there." Bauer said. "There are places where we're
probably getting less than 10 percent. I doubt

drugs that people are dying from tend to have a
higher priority as far as enforcement goes." DEA
SAN BERNARDINO NATIONAL FOREST.
spokesman Terry Parham said.
Calif. — They were spotted from the air. as conPublic lands have long been targeted by marispicuous as sharks in a school of guppies: Three
juana producers, but investigators trace a rise in
plots of land, seemingly stripped of the towering
production to the 1980s, when the government
oaks and manzanitas that shroud this patch of
enacted more stringent asset forfeiture laws.
Southern California forest.
Before that, "if you were caught growing pot
These were not natural formations. They were
on your own property, you wouldn't lose your
entirely man-made.
property," Bauer said. "People could grow corn
A week after the August sighting, a helicopter
rows of marijuana literally in corn fields "
returned with two dozen Forest Service agents
In the late '80s and early '90s. the profile of a
and sheriff's detectives. They cleared a landing
i> pit .il grower was a "white, hippie-type" running
pad and cut a trail into the site, coming first to a
100- to 1.000-plant farms, agents said. These days
makeshift reservoir. Six hoses, filtering water
the mom-and-pop operations are far outnumbered
from a creek, ran in one end; several more snaked
by major pot plantations, ranging in size from
back out the other.
1,000 to 10,000 plants or more.
Moving on. the agents reached the first clearIn the Southeast, old moonshining families
ing. They'd been right.
now run marijuana farms. But that's only part of
In place of the trees this forest is meant to prothe problem in places like Kentucky's Daniel
tect stood a grove of emerald stalks, six to 15 feet
Boone National Forest, which consistently ranks
tall. They were in full bloom.
first among national forests in marijuana seizures.
On two acres of prime forest land, about a half"It's a large unorganized coalition of people
hour from the city of San Bernardino
that live very close to national forest
and I 1/2 hours from Los Angeles,
lands who are generally very close to
these agents had discovered the latest
the poverty level and looking for any
battleground in the war on drugs: a
way to try to make a dollar." said Jack
Gregory, special agent in charge of the
23.000-plant marijuana plantation.
Foresl Service's Southern region
As money and manpower continue
to flow to the Southwest border to
In the Southwest. Bauer said, most
stop illegal drugs coming into this
pot operations are run by Mexican drug
country, traffickers are producing vast
Organizations that cither ship crews
across the border or hire illegal immiquantities of marijuana right here in
the United States, on land owned by
grants 10 do the work.
the federal government.
"Just the cost of doing business up
The reasons are obvious: the land
here makes it great," said Mike Wirz. a
narcotics detective with the San
is fertile, remote and free. There's no
Bernardino County Sheriff's Departrisk of forfeiture, plantations arc diffi
ment who works with the Forest Sercull to trace, and growers have land
agents outmanned. outspent and outvice to investigate marijuana groves on
federal properly. "They don't pay for
gunned.
the land, they don't pay for the water
"We spend a lot of time and energy
and they pay very little for their overstopping stuff from coming into this
country, but we don't really pay much
Associated Press Photo head because they're using illegal work
attention to our own back yard "said pOT poND _ Specia| agent Michae, |ooks a, ,he now dry pond WS."
Wirz also noted that by growing then
s s ,hat mari uana
du to su rt heir fa
product in the United States, Mexican
we're
getting
much
over
50
percent
in
most
of
our
cartels
eliminate the extra cost and risk
The White House Office of
of paving a courier to bring drugs into the counNational Drug Control Policy estimates that more areas."
try.
Marijuana is the most popular illegal drug in
man half of the marijuana consumed in the UnitSix months after they located the 23.000-plant
ed States is produced domestically. Much of that the United States, with about II million users,
pot farm in the San Bernardino Forest. Wirz and
is grown on public lands, primarily the country's including 8.3 percent of teens, according to government statistics
Foresl Service agent Denese Stokes returned to
155 national forests.
the site. They flew in to the same helicopter pad.
One nationwide program is dedicated to the
Pesticides used by the illegal growers poison
hiked down the same path their agents had carved
wildlife and waterways, although the crop's dan- problem of U.S.-produced marijuana — the Drug
into the land.
Administration's
Domestic
ger is not just environmental. Park visitors run the Enforcement
The marijuana was long gone, but the destrucrisk of tripping booby traps or encountering Cannabis Eradication and Suppression Program.
tion remained.
armed gangs. After stumbling upon a marijuana It receives I percent of the agency's $1.4 billion
] farm, some visitors have been run off at gunpoint. budget. In 1998 the DEA reported seizing 2.5 milDried pot stalks, unusable on the market, dotBauer said, adding that Forest Service agents lion U.S.-produced marijuana plants, including
led the three main growing plots and numerous
232.000
indoor
plants.
Those
seizures
were
done
have sometimes exchanged gunfire with growers.
smaller plots linked by an intricate network of
trails Where vegetation native to these lands
The public's perception of the drug war is a in coordination with state and local agencies, the
DEA
doesn't
track
seizures
done
by
public
land
remained, figures of women and Spanish phrases
border agent pulling bundles of narcotics from the
agencies.
were carved into the trees, many of which are
bed of a truck. Bauer said. "They very rarely think
"Issues
dealing
with
cocaine
and
heroin
and
considered
endangered.
of the poor forest agent crawling through the
bush..."
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The Associated Press
SMOKIN — U.S. Forest Service agent Earl Wilson sets fire to
one of the four piles of marijuana confiscated in the San
Bernardino Mountains, Calif. The burned plants have an estimated street value of $20-$30 million.

HAPPY
91RTHDAY YO
FROM

YOUR FAVORITE OIRLQl

LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION
February ?5
* Club Friday Grrswolch (blues tunes) (6:30-9 30 • M )
* FREE tour Atncan-AmerKan ArtrsK and their Work

(6 45 Mi.)
* Musical performance
Julibatores Medieval and Renaissance Music (7 r-M.)
* French Film showing (7 PM.)
* Armchair Traveler lecture Series
Northern Spain Images from the Idge
Carolyn & Dick Putney (7 301 M )
* Peristyle Jazz Concert:
Claude Black (8 r- M )
open every Fnday, 6-10 • u
2445 Monroe Street Toledo. OH 43620

You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!

The Annual Undergraduate
Art and Design Exhibition
February 29 - March 29.2000
Only at the Fine Arts Center Galleries
Opening Reception: Sunday, February 27, 2-4p.m.

419255 8000
Mtcfe powble by fljFlflh Third Bank

^^United States

Census
2000
Students rs/Find Out
Count! LM Why!
Thursday,
Feb. 24, 2000
3:00 to 4:00 p.m.
lOlAOIscamp Hall
Learn how the census:
p/ Affects community services
v/ Creates jobs
p/ Can save your life
D/

Ensures your voice in government

ai>Jf
For more
information
call 372-8710

fmi&Hl{
110 North Main Street
419-352-9222
Lunch • Dinner • Spirits
Largest Vegetarian Menu in Town!
•Thurs-

80's - 90*s Dance
DJ Request Night Upstairs
•FriUpstairs - DJ Request Night
Downstairs - John & Greg live
No cover 21 8c over
•Sat- DJ Request Night with Jeremy
Drink specials all night!
Coming Tuesdays:
Buffet/Bob Marley Night
Frozen Drink and Margarita Specials
Thurs., Fri., Sat., Very Happy Hour

Upstairs, Bottle Beer

.«/ E. MfMr-hu liciriinms. i li.iih Furnished
School Year- Two Person Kale $635.00
One Year- Two Person Kale- $530.00
80S THURSTIN -Two Bedrooms. I Bath, furnished.
School Year- Two Person Kale- $590 00
One Year- Two Person Kale- $510.00
517 E. REED -AT Thurstin One Bedroom. I Bath. Kurnished or Unfurnished.
School Year- Two Person Kale- $175.00
One Year- Two Person Kate- $405.00
451 THVRSTIN-\cntt from Offcnhauer.
Kurnished Kfficiencies with Pull Bath.
School Year- One Perdson Rate- $350.00
One Year- One Person Kate- $320.00
$05 SECOND -One Bedroom, Unfurnished.
School Year- One Person Rate- $375.00
One Year- One Person Rale $330.00
707 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, I Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $535.00
Kurnished- One Year • Two Person Rate - $410.00
six SEVENTH - iwn Bedrooms, I Bath, Vanity In Hall,
Kurnished- School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
Kurnished- One Year- Two Person Rate- $440.00
505 CLOVCH -Two Bedroom, Kurnished, I Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $610.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $540.00
SIS SECOND -Two Bedroom. Kurnished. I Bath.
School Year- Two Person Rale- $586.00
One Year- f\vo Person Rate- $490.00
825 THIRD -One Bedroom, Kurnished. I Bath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $425.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $375.00
701 FOURTH -Two Bedroom, Kurnished 1 Bath pills Vanity m UK School Vai
Iwo Person Kale 5560 01)
One Year- Two Person Rale- $490.00
640 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, I Bath.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
One Year- $465.00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom. Kurnished, 2 Baths
One School Year- four Person Rate- $495.00
One Y'ear- Four Person Rate- $425.00

HOUSES FQP PRiCTMBp
SMMxMBJUX. -Three bedroom house Limit 4 people.
$700.00 per monlh plus all utilities. Deposit $700.00.
Available August 24,2000.
I^dfl
3Q3S.SUMMn -Four bedroom house. limit 51
$990.00 per month plus all utilities Deposit $9
Available May 20,2000.
714 EIGHTH-Dnples. Two 2 bedroom units. Limit 2 people per rmiL
$600 00 per month plus utilities Deposit $60100.
Available August 24,2000.
i-^i

^^

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. WOQSter Street, across from Ifcco Bell

i
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Professor pardoned
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ATLANTA — A black man
who refused induction into the
Army in the 1960s because the allwhite draft board wouldn't address
him as "Mr." was returning to the
United States for the first time in
39 years Wednesday after receiving a presidential pardon.
Preston King, 63. fled his
hometown of Albany, Ga.. in 1961
after being sentenced to 18 months
in prison. Over the years, he made
a life for himself as a professor in
England, where his daughter is a
member of Parliament.
On Monday. President Clinton
granted King a pardon so he could
return to Albany for the funeral
Thursday of his oldest brother,
Clennon W. King Jr.
King's family — including his
daughter Oona. a member of
Britain's House of Commons —
planned a reunion at the Atlanta
airport Wednesday afternoon,
when King was scheduled to arrive
.from London.
"I can't express to you how

elated the family is," nephew
Chevene King said before his family left Albany to drive to Atlanta.
"I'm sure to a large degree it won't
actually sink in until we see him
home."
"I'm a little bit numb, but I'm
going back." said King, a political
science professor at Lancaster
University.
He said that he expected to find
the United States "radically transformed" from when he was last
here, and that the memory of leaving his home is still painful.
In 1958. King, who had been
granted time by his draft board to
pursue a master's degree at the
London School of Economics and
Political Science, was told to
report for induction.
King noted that the draft board
addressed him as "Mr. Preston
King" before learning he was
black and "Preston" after that. He
refused to report for an Army
physical until the board addressed
him as "Mr," as they did white
draftees. He was eventually convicted of draft evasion.

Associated Press Photo
DRAGGED — The body of a young boy lies on the pavement of Interstate 70 in Independence, Mo. The 6-year-old child was dragged
for five or six miles last Tuesday.

Young boy murdered in highway tragedy
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

INDEPENDENCE. Mo. — As 6year-old Jake Robel waited in the
car while his mother dashed into a
sandwich shop, a thief jumped
behind the wheel and tried to shove
the boy outside.
Inside the shop, someone yelled
that Christy Robel's car was being
stolen. She ran outside, pulled open
the rear door and frantically tried to

24 Hour Towing
Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

free her son. who was tangled in a
seat belt.
The driver took off. the door
closed and Jake remained entangled
and trapped outside the rear driver's
side door. The boy screamed for
help and his mother yelled for the
driver to stop. He didn't. It was the
last time Robel saw her boy alive.
Jake D. Robel of Blue Springs
died Tuesday before the driver of the
Chevrolet Blazer could be slopped
by pursuing motorists. Witnesses

said a five-mile chase reached
speeds of 80 mph.
Kim L. Davis, 34. of Kansas City.
Mo., was charged Wednesday with
second-degree murder, robbery,
child abuse and kidnapping. He was
jailed without bail. Bob Beaird.
Jackson County prosecutor, said he
knew very little about him.
As the horror unfolded Tuesday.
Sharon Irwin was sitting in her car at
the strip mall waiting for her granddaughtcr's denial appointment jo
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B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
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13040 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 353-2526
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Headed Home From The Bar?
•
Hungry?

Brunch
Bar
Barry's

*

•

Stop in at Carry's because we're now open
Thursday. Jriday and Saturday's

11-30 PM to 3 AM
Starting February 2Mb

•

end
"Suddenly. I heard somebody
screaming and hollering. I turned
my head and saw this woman
screaming and this Blazer driving
by. I thought they had got in a fight
and it was a husband or boyfriend
driving off." Irwin said.
'"Then I turned my head again
and saw he was dragging something.
I heard the woman scream. 'That's
my baby, that's my son.'"

•
•

&
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Cow on Cash?

We've got specials on sandwiches and coupons
coming soon in the $Q News

til Hi!]

Bring in your alcohol-related items to enter the raffle!
*UAAO WRESTLING

February 25, 10 pm to 1 am

BOUNCV BOXING
o0^

BGSU Rec Center
1 TICKET
5 COASTERS, 5 ADS, MAGNET, BUTTON, STADIUM CUP
2 TICKETS
SHOT GLASS, FUNNEL, BOTTLE CAP OPENER, KEY CHAIN
3 TICKETS
fry.
0*^
PITCHER,
T-SHIRT
^ *AS*
0^
4 TICKETS
SWEATSHIRT, INFLATABLES
5 TICKETS
NEON SIGN

ictg**

Brought to you by:
Wellness Connection. Student Health Services; ODADAS. BGSU High Rick Drinking Prevention Program; Office of Vice President for Student Affairt; Recreational Sports; Office of Student
Activitiei; University Committee on Alchol /ssuet; University Safiey Committee; Dry Dock; Student Alumni association; Center for Muliiculiu.it and Academic Initiatives Health Sciences Residential
Community; UAO. Res Life Special programs; Women's Coalition. Honors Student Association; University Ambassadors; Public Relations Student Society of America; U.S. department ofEdu
BG Health Club; Lation Student Union. BACCHUS;. (Imrru
Omega Phi Mfl-j.
Alpha; BGSU
Bt.SV IXintr
Dance Manllkon.
Marathon; & Piianeltos
I'uunrUoi Pizza
I'ajj

*•**••••••••••••••••

l-HELR
WANTED^!
B.G.S.U. STUDENTS

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000
224 E.W00STER
352-0717

Are you an early morning riser?
Are you looking to make a little extra money?
Do you have MORNING hours available?

I

Harshman Commissary Kitchen is looking for B.G.S.U. student workers for various
shifts between the hours of 6am-3pm.
Three Positions are available:
1.
Driving a big truck and delivering product across campus.
(Must have a valid Drivers license)

• 3 bedroom/2 baths
• Furnished
• Close to campus
• Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace
GMENiUAH, INC.

...Get Them While They Last!

►

3.

Working as a cook on the team that is creating new recipes for the new
Student Union and the campus community.

If you are interested «in earning money while having
fun, call Harshman at 372-2475 to set up an interview.

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

\

Assembling trays and sandwiches.

Applicants must be Fun, Friendly, Outgoing, Dependable, Creative and Dedicated to BGSU. In addition must
have an interest in cooking, enjoy working with food, and willing to work in a small team work environment.
Prefer students for the cook positions to be a sophomore or freshman so that they may still be on campus to
implement the new recipes when the Union reopens. We welcome Work Study and Co-op Students.

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
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MINORITYContinued from page 1.
and services. Students might decide
on a different major not offered at
the University. There are also financial issues where students have to
move closer to home."
Bettina Shuford, interim director
of the Center for Multicultural and
Academic Initiatives, said retention
for students of color has become a
campus wide initiative.
"Every office is responsible for

of multicultural and academic initiatives."
The center is an academic support office that assists with the
minority retention on campus.
"We encourage students to work
with their college advisors so that
services we provide complement
what is done in the various colleges." she said. "We also work with
students from a holistic perspective.
We discuss time management, goal
setting, and identity development, in
addition to academic regulations."

retaining students on campus," she
said.
Although the Office of Admissions specifically recruits students to
the University, they play an equally
important role in the retention rates
of some students.
"Me and David Garcia are usually the first people they talk to either
at their high school or their home."
Terry said. "Students attach themselves to those they feel they can
trust. We are like an extra outlet to
them, but we steer them to the office

LE MESA
Continued from page 1.

Associated Press Photo
FBI — Ramona Ripston, executive director of the American Civil Union of S. California, and Los
Angeles City Councilman Joel Wachs voiced their opinion during a news conference, Tuesday.

FBI investigates LAPD corruption
about fellow officers framing innocent people, lying in court and
attacking suspects.
The Los Angeles County district
attorney's office is looking into as
many as 3.000 criminal convictions
that may have been tainted by police
misconduct.
Six FBI agents will work with
police and the district attorney to
investigate the allegations and
decide whether to seek state or federal prosecutions, said U.S. Attorney

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

LOS ANGELES — The FBI
entered the city's ongoing police
corruption investigation Wednesday
at the request of Los Angeles Police
Chief Bernard C. Parks.
Twenty police officers have been
suspended and 40 criminal convictions have been reversed since a former anti-gang officer accused of
stealing cocaine from an evidence
locker began telling prosecutors

1

%

AHOME
Of UK

VHR SONCAPSUCE
THE ULTIMATE

Alejandro Mayorkas.
"There is no greater trust than
what we give to our police, the nght
to take away a person's freedom."
said James V. DeSarno Jr.. the FBI's
assistant director in charge of the
Los Angeles office.
The announcement came amid
calls for an independent investigation. The City Council on Tuesday
delayed a decision on an independent investigation by asking a committee to further review it.

SPRING SPECIALS
12 VISITS *30.00
SINGLES M-.00
TAN TIL AAAY *65.00

OFFER ENPS rVAARCH 4-TM. 2000

Visit Our Web site a*

o
o

• Delta Zeta • *V AZ • Delta Zeta • <X AZ • Delta Zeta •

For a free brochure call
1-800-355-SHARE

The Student Alumni Association, in conjunction with Alumni Association, is proud to
announce their search for the Bowling Green State University's Master Teacher. This year
marks the eighteenth year of this prestigious award that allows both graduate and undergraduate students to participate by nominating one of the university's professors.

Your nominee should:
-be presently employed full time by BGSU
-have taught a minimum of five years full time at the University
-have scholarly knowledge of the subject matter
-present class material in an organized and effective manner.

SR

GRAD

If necessary, please use additional sheets of paper.
l.)Please comment on why you believe that this person is a "Master Teacher".

f/mm) 9jJf'f/9> httP: //solarzonelot ions. com
gjg)mj ggTy#dy also visit 31beachstreet while your there.
AZ

Are you an
organ & tissue
donor?

Bowling Green State University Master Teacher.

PLEASE PRINT
Name of nominee:.
Department
Your name:
Your BGSU status: (circle one) FR SO JR

INCVODES A 2.0Z POTTLE OF SCXAC ICE BOOST

oc

"Being a Latina. I understood
exactly where they were coming
from." said Lisa Rodriguez, a freshman athletic training major. "I
enjoyed listening lo their experiences. I connected with Lee because
we are from the same town and with
Lena because she shared how she
feels about her personal relationships, which really touched me."
Alexis DeAnda. a junior social
work and lecture series coordinator,
said (he event was a success.

"I was delighted with the turnout
as well as the involvement of the
audience." she said.
Meg Garn. senior biology major,
said the lecture was a good opportunity to hear Latino students' per-.
spective.
'This discussion helped to open |
my eyes further to better understand
people." she said. "Overall. I see this ]
as an improvement with the University becoming more diverse, largely
due to the initiatives Dr. Ribeau has
put into place since he became the
University president."
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AZ

CU)eet Tfre
Ulfomer. of

•
I
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o
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2.)How does your nominee stimulate the intellect of students, encourage critical thinking,
and question our surrounding environment?
3.)How is your nominee an effective communicator of goals and objectives?
4,)ls your nominee willing to assist students in solving individual and group problems, as
well as being available for our-of-class counseling (e.g. academic advising, etc.)? Please cite
examples.
To nominate your Master Teacher, simply complete the nomination form above and mail it
via campus mail to Master Teacher, C/O SAA, Mileti Alumni Center. Or, you may email a
complete application to katielp@bgnet.bgsu.edu

*
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TO SIGN UP,
CALL CAREER SERVICES 372-2356
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Web:

www.ups.com

Tonight

FREE Tuition Assistance
+ Great Pay Rate
Earn & Learn with UPS!

$8.50 - $9.50 / hour
Immediate openings
Weekends & Holidays off
3-1/2-5 hour shifts
UPS promotes from within
FREE Benefits (medical/life, 401K & paid vacations

8-1 Opm at the Sigma Phi
Epsilon House
Come see what Delta Zeta has

to offer you!
<
e

UPS Delivers
Education
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CALL TODAY! 1 -419-891 -6820
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Hockey

Women's Basketball

Hockey looks to be CCHA's Cinderellas Women beat Akron
despite poor shooting
DAN NIED

SPORTS EDITOR

The Falcon hockey team may be
trying on glass slippers when the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association
tournament
comes
around...assuming they can get one
win in their last four games, which
would clinch a tournament spot.
Bowling Green has a hold of
ninth place in the CCHA, two points
in front of Western Michigan, who
holds the final tournament spot in
10th place, and six points in front of
Ohio State. The Buckeyes will be
trying to gain some ground this
weekend when they play the Falcons
in a home and home series.
But right now BG is looking like
it could surprise teams in the tournament. Of the teams that have secured
home ice advantage-- Michigan.
Michigan State, Northern Michigan
and Lake Superior Stale- the only
team BG has not beaten is the Spartans.
i The Falcons beat Northern
Michigan 7-4 and Michigan 4-2 at
the BGSU Ice Arena. They nearly
swept the Lakers in Sault St. Marie,
blowing a 4-1 led in the first game to
Ipse 7-5 and winning 1-0 the next
night.
Although they haven't beaten the
Spartans in two tries, the Falcons did
have some success when they traveled to East Lansing earlier in the
year. They outplayed MSU for much
of the weekend, only to fall prey to
the goaltending tandem of Joe
Blackburn and Ryan Miller.
"I've never seen the league this
bunched up." Falcon coach Buddy
Powers said. 'To be honest. I don't
think there is a heck of a lot of difference between teams three through
10."
Becoming a Cinderella team
doesn't require any certain formula,
but it always helps to be playing

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News
VALLY—Curtis Valentine and the Falcons are looking to swoop
into the CCHA tournament the way Valentine swooped past
Notre Dame this weekend.
well and to get some luck.
Mass knows pain
"I think every coach is saying the
Defenseman Louis Mass knows
same thing." Powers said. "It all whal Vancouver's Donald Brashear
comes down to playing hard, getting felt when Boston Bruins defensethe great goaltending and getting a man Marty McSorlcy belted him in
bounce here and there."
the head with his stick. It was a hit
that got McSorley suspended for the

rest of the NHL season and the playoffs.
Mass took a similar hit while
playing in Juniors, although he wasn't wearing a helmet at the time.
G.MICHAEL GRAHAM
"My helmet got knocked off in
SPORTS WRITER
the play," Mass said. "I got two
handed right in the back of the head,
AKRON — In Wednesday's Midcut my head open for about 30
stitches. I got knocked cold and American Conference game at
when I came to. my teammate was Akron, the Falcons were just 4-of-25
from their beyond three-point line
fighting the guy who hit me."
for 16 percent—one of their yearThe player who hit Mass was not long specialties. That probably
punished
meant a loss considering the lowest
Mass said the reaction to McSor- number of treys made in a conferIcy's hit may be too lenient.
ence win all year was eight against
"He definitely deserves to be out Central Michigan Jan. 6, right?
for the rest of the year." Mass said.
Wrong.
"Whenever he comes back it's
In what Akron coach Roxanne
gonna be ugly because players will Allen called "winning the battle but
want redemption for it because guys losing the war", the Falcons, who
just won't stand for that sort of are now playing with a lot of confithing."
dence, found other ways to score
Fellow defenseman Joe Statkus [ baskets and did other little things to
agreed with the NHL's suspension knock off Akron in a crucial MAC
game. BG won its third in a row to
for the rest of the year.
"He should at least be suspended improve to 9-16 overall and 7-8 in
for the rest of the year." Statkus said. the conference while Akron fell to
"There's no need for that. He lost his 11-15 and 7-8
"It was a great game," Falcon
head because he got beat up."
Forward Ryan Murphy, whose ; coach Dee Knoblauch said. "It was a
father Mike is the vice president of great second half. It was a great
hockey operations for the NHL and team effort. I'm just so proud of
former head coach of the Toronto them being mentally tough to come
Maple Leafs and the L.A. Kings, back in the second half."
Most importantly, the Falcons
said the NHL is worried about the
image the slash will portray to ! hit 22-of-23 free throws for 96 percent, including l3-of-14 in the secyoung hockey players.
ond half en route to the victory.
"I talked to my dad about it and Francinc Miller led the way with
what the NHL is going to try to do is going 7-of-7 while Angie Farmer
teach kids that it's not acceptable in made 6-of-6. Afra Smith. 4-of-4.
the world of hockey." Murphy said.
Dana Western. 3-of-4; and Sherry
Notebook
Kahlc. 2-of-2.
The lastest NCAA statistics
"We had a lot of energy and
report has the Bowling Green penal- made some good shots." Knoblauch
ty killing unit ranked 13th in the said. "Our free throw definitely
nation...
helped us. Our defense picked up
Defenseman Marc Barlow, who and our rebounding was great."
missed last weekend's scries with
Akron, on the other hand, was
Notre Dame with a shoulder injury just 22-of-32 for 69 percent. Katie
should return for this weekend's Hank made 8-of-12 to lead the Zips.
However, she also missed the front
ends of two-shot fouls down the

stretch.
The surprise of the game came in
the rebounding category. The Falcons outrebounded an opponent for
just the third time all season and the
first since the first meeting with
Ohio Jan. 15. The Falcons and 43
rebounds to just 31 for the Zips.
Even more surprising was that BG
had 17 offensive rebounds to
Akron's II.
BG took advantage, scoring 17
points off second chances while the
Zips had II. Kahle had seven caroms while Jaymee Wappes added
six.
The Falcons outrebounded a
team that had a tough inside game.
Six-foot-4 junior center Cheryl
Bowles had just six rebounds and 13
points. The Falcons doubled and
triple-teamed her and denied the
entry pass every time the ball came
her way.
"They were collapsing more on
me in the second half." Bowles said.
"I didn't find the open person so that
was more my fault. I took it up a
couple times when I shouldn't have.
But I have to get used to that.
There's been a couple games like
that."
BG also shot 59 percent (17-of29) in the second half to compared
to 29 percent (12-of-42) in the first
half. The Zips were 14-of-28 for 50
percent in the first half to just 9-of32 in the second half for 28 percent.
"I knew we had to pick it up the
first couple minutes of the half."
Kahle said. "I just pumped
myself up and wanted to keep the
team up and just go at them hard.
Scoring-wise, Miller and Kahle
had 17 each while Afra Smith added
16 and Dana Western. 14 off the
bench. But like Allen mentioned, the
Falcons' depth was huge in the end.
BG played 10 people while Akron
played jusl eighl

Men's Basketball

Baseball

Baseball poised for repeat of JAkron crucial for Men's Basketball

last year's successful season
PETE STELLA and
NICK HURM
SPORTS WRITERS

BG baseball coach Danny
Schmitz knows what it is like to
make it far in the NCAA tournament.
Schmitz, who made two appearances in the post-season showdown
as a player at Eastern Michigan,
wants his talented squad to know the
feeling.
"As a personal goal. I would love
to go to that as a coach." Schmitz
said. "Right now we arc not looking
that far ahead because the conference is so tough. We have to focus
on one game at a time."
The Falcons, who are two-time
MAC tournament champs, return
much of their strength from a team
that finished 36-24 overall and 2210 in the MAC last season The
1999 Falcons surpassed several
school single-season marks, including games (60). wins (lied-36). at
bais (1922). runs (414). hits (630).
doubles (120). total bases (881) and
batting average (.328).
Gone are sluggers Bob Niemet.
Matt Mlynarek and number one and
two pitchers Jason Kelley and Chris
Vaught. Niemet mastered most of
the offensive categories, including a
.400 batting average, six home runs
and 44 runs batted in. He was also
the only Falcon to start in every
game last year.
Niemet was a second-team All
Mideast honorec and also broke
school records in runs (50). hits (80)
and total bases (119) in one season.
Mlynarek tallied a .326 batting average and netted 57 hits and 30 RBIs.
and played all but one game in cen-

ter field.
"The concern is over the four
seniors we lost who were pretty darn
good players, and all key members
of our team last year." Schmitz said.
Schmitz said that losing last
year's one and two pitchers and
three and four hitters will be something this year's team will have to
adjust to.
Kelley pitched himself to a 12-4
record with a 3.42 earned run average. He also hurled in 115.2 innings
and struck out 93 batters. Vaught
appeared in 88.2 innings and compiled a 5-6 record with a 4.67 ERA.
This year. BG again has high
hopes for their team. Catchers Brad
Simon and Matt Marcum and right
handed pitcher Joe Cheney will
serve as the team's captains. All
three are seniors.
"If we arc going to be successful,
we have to have leadership."
Schmitz said "When things need to
be said, we have to have people to
step up and say them."
Pitching is one of the major concerns for the squad. With Kelley and
Vaught gone, ihe Falcons will look
toward Cheney and junior Tony
1 cmtana to pick up the slack. Cheney
appeared in 15 games last year posting a 6-6 record. Fontana made 13
appearances on the mound with a 42 record and a 3.30 ERA. Junior
Craig Mcnke and sophomore Doug
Flere will also be fighting for starting positions. Seniors Mike Muzi
and Ryan Streb will likely be the
closers for the Orange and Brown.
The Falcons have also added a
fine list of freshman who may play a
See BASEBALL, page 9.

PETE STELLA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

For the first time this season, the
national doors arc finally being
opened for the Falcons.
Their 20-6 overall and 12-4 MidAmerican Conference mark is on the
line. Today, the Falcons travel to
Akron for a crucial 7:30 p.m. game.
The Brown and Orange are cruising
on a four game winning streak and
have won 27 of their last 35 games,
dating back to February of 1999.
They are 6-6 on the road this season
and 3-4 in MAC play while Akron
has totaled an 11-1 home record and
7-1 conference play record.
The Zips hold third place in the
East with a 17-9, 11-6 standing.
Akron has had their hands full during (he past four games, losing three
out of jheir last four.
Despite Akron's recent setbacks.
BG coach Dan Dakich doesn't feel it
will be an easy game.
"When you deal with adults, you
deal with pride," he said. "I think
that makes Akron a very dangerous
team. I've gotta believe that the
seniors' rpride has been beat around a
little bit. '
The dangerous tandem of senior
Suards. Jimmal Ball and Jami
osley, are two of the three Zips
averaging double figures in scoring.
Bosley tops the three at 16.4 points
rr game average and also averages
7 assists per game. His 86.3 percent from the free throw line is the
best in the MAC. He also leads his
squad with 38 three-pointers. Ball
has netted 13.4 ppg and tops the
Zips in assists with a 4.2 average,
and steals with a 2.7 average. Ball
leads the MAC in steals and forward
Ryan Andrick rounds out the three

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG Newt
DUNKIN' LENNY— Falcon Center Len Matela slams home a dunk
against Eastern Michigan Saturday. Matela and the Falcons will
try to slam home a win tonight when they face Akron in a game
that could decide BG's tournament fate
double figure scorers with a 14.8
PPg
"Akron struggled in their last
two games," Dakich said. "A high
school mentality might be to quit, to
get the season over with because
you're dealing with 14. 16 and 15
year old kids. With Akron you're
dealing with adulls; you're dealing
with Bosley and Andrick. Ball has

been as important to the resurgence
of their basketball program as anyone has been."
Forward George Phillips, who
was absent in the Falcons 88-77 victory against the Zips earlier in the
season, averages 5.8 rebounds per
game, which is the best on the team.
lie also has compiled an 8.9 ppg and
as a team.

"When I watch him (Phillips) on
tape, he does a lot of good things for
them." Dakich said. "He rebounds,
which has always hurt us, and is a
tough guy for us to match up
against. Hipsher (Akron's coach)
once considered him their best
defender."
The Zips average 27 free throw
attempts per game, a top figure in
the conference. Off the bench, forwards Andy Hipsher and Marco
Morgan give Akron depth and scoring potential. Hipsher has tallied a
7.4 ppg average and Morgan scores
3.4 per game.
The Falcons finish up their regular season with a stop at Marshall
Saturday for a 7 p.m. game.
Falcon notes:
The win over Eastern Michigan
last Saturday extended their home
winning streak to 16 games. This
season has been the fourth perfect
season in 39 years at Anderson
Arena and the 11th perfect season in
history.
The Falcons lake over first place
in field goal percentages with a 50.4
mark this week. They are also lied
for tenth place in free throw percentages at 75.0. Guard Keith McLeod is
eleventh in three point percentages
at 48.9 and forward Len Matela is
tied for fourth a( 64.6.
The Brown and Orange need one
win this week to secure a first round
bye in the MAC tournament.

Men's Basketball

Women's track defends title at MAC indoor championships
DEREK McCORD
SPORTS WRITER

BG NEWS FILE PHOTO

SOLIDARITY— Len Ellas is congratulated by his teammates. The
falcons open their season this weekend against Dayton.

i

The Bowling Green Falcon
women's track and field learn will
be defending their title at the MidAmerican Conference indoor championship, which will be held in Ypsilant. Michigan on the campus of
Eastern Michigan.
The women's team in last season's
conference competition
defeated Ball Stale 110 to 109.5. but
this season's competition may not be
as joyous. The women's team is
coming off a 24 point, eighth place

finish in the All-Ohio Invitation.
MAC rival Akron won the competition with 169 points.
On the other hand, the men's
team will be looking for an
improved position from last year's
47 point, sixth place performance.
The Eastern Michigan men have
had a stranglehold on ihe conference
indoor championship since its inception in 1996 with four straight victories.
Men's track coach. Sterling Martin, said that the Eagles are the
favorites to repeat, but they have a
shot to be up there with them.
"I think we arc going to score

very high." said Martin. "We are
shooting for the top half of the
standings and I think if we go and
compete and scrap with them,
maybe we can finish high."
The men's team has been strong
all year in the track events. Senior
Rah'Sheen Clay is the top qualifier
in the conference for the 400 meter
event with a time of 48.43.
The 400 meter relay team of
Clay, Pat Miller. Zerian Peterson
and Craig Schomer will be looking
to keep their undefeated streak alive
in Saturday's competition. The relay
team won the All-Ohio Invitational
with a time of 3:16.77. The four

man group is ranked second in the
conference with their time of
3:16.54, which was set in the Kentucky Invitational on Feb. 2.
The Eastern Michigan men's
squad got a surprising announcement yesterday when coach Bob
Parks announced his retirement,
which will be effective on Jan. 2
2001. Parks started coaching the
Eagles in 1967 and has led them to
48 MAC titles, six NCAA titles, six
NAIA titles and produced two
Olympic medalists. This will be
Park's last conference indoor championship.
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Nearly 2,000 fans watch Griffey take BP
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SARASOTA, Fla. — Ken Griffey Jr. was a hii at the turnstile if not
in the batting cage.
Nearly 2,000 people pressed
against the security fences Wednesday to watch Griffey go through his
first full-squad workout with the
Cincinnati Reds.
Fans grew hushed when he
stepped into the portable batting
cage for his first round of swings,
then remained as silent as a gallery
on the 18th green as he alternately
fouled off or missed Pete Harnisch's
pitches.
Finally, Griffey made solid contact on his ninth swing and the
crowd burst into applause over a line
drive to right-center. Griffey stepped
away from the plate, raised his batting helmet in recognition and
beamed.
"I was just trying to have some
fun." Griffey later explained.
He was a singular sensation
Wednesday. The turnstile counted
1,845 fans for Griffey's first public
appearance as a Red, more than double the crowd for the last workout
before he arrived.
The complex hadn't been so busy
for a workout since Michael Jordan
tried his hand at minor league baseball six years ago. Fans started arriving at 6:45 a.m. Wednesday — 15
minutes before the sun came up. 2
1/2 hours before Griffey took the

field.
"This is the first time it's been
this heavy since the Jordan era,
absolutely." complex manager Pat
Calhoon said. "On a typical day, we
would have maybe 500 to 1.000 for
a full-squad workout. We had passed
1,300 at 10 o'clock."
By that time. Griffey was still
going through the early stages of the
3 1/2-hour session — playing pepper, playing catch, getting baserunning instruction.

The crowd cheered Griffey's first
appearance and followed him from
field to field as the morning went on.
Parents hoisted children on their
shoulders for a better look when he
put on a batting helmet and stepped
into the cage for the first time.
It wasn't much of a show. Griffey
got 19 swings against Harnisch and
left-hander Denny Neagle, but hit
only three balls out of the cage. He
swung and missed four times and
fouled off the other 12 pitches.
Griffey had a bemused look after
his first few swings. He expected to
be rusty the first time around.
'True to my history. I was happy
to get one out of the cage in the first
round," he said.
He got much better later in the
session, when batters took their CULS
at pitches merely lobbed over the
plate. Griffey sprayed line drives
into the outfield and over the fences.
When his group was finally done.
Griffey grabbed his helmet and bat
and headed for the clubhouse without signing autographs, drawing a
few boos. He had a promotional
photo shoot scheduled for right after
practice, leaving him no time to
mingle.
Griffey said it was the largest
crowd that has ever turned out for
one of his workouts and worried that
all the attention would disrupt his
teammates.
"It takes 25 guys to win a championship." he said. "I just don't want
to be that one guy that everybody
follows around."
Like it or not, he is that guy.
"I guess I'm here like the others
to see Griffey." said John Miller,
who lives in an Amish area of
Millersburg. Ohio. "He's going to be
a real fan grower for Cincinnati."
Miller, in Florida on vacation,
rode his bicycle from an Amish area
nearby and propped it against the
outfield fence before passing
through the turnstile. Dressed in typ-

FAMILY — Ken Griffey looks down at his grandchildren while
they wait with their father, Ken Griffey Jr., at a news conference
In Cincinnati after he came to terms with the Reds.
ical Amish garb of blue shirt, dark Tylka. 75. who held a Griffey
hat, dark pants and suspenders, he Manners jersey that he hoped to get
stroked his graying beard as he signed. Tylka is a transplanted New
stood in the front row behind the Jersey resident who has lived in the
area for 11 years.
fence and watched practice.
A few feet away W'as Stephen

The freshman class from last year
did not play much like freshmen.
The class was a major contributor to
the MAC championship team. Elias
was named to second team AllMAC and was a freshman AllAmcrican
honorable
mention.
Infielders Sean Ryan and Nick Elrod
also gave strong performances for
BG.
"The sophomores have been
working very hard," Schmitz said.
"Even though they had a fine year
last year we need an even bigger
year out of them this year."
The Falcons open their season
this weekend with two games
against Dayton. They then travel to
Fresno. California for Spring Break,
in which they will play as many as

six games in as many days. Over the
course of the season, the Falcons
play three teams who were in the
1999 NCAA tourney (Creighton.
Michigan and Notre Dame) and face
powerhouses Fresno State, Missouri
and West Virginia.
'This may be one of the tougher
non conference schedules we've had
since I've been here," Schmitz said.
The Falcons will be at a disadvantage in Fresno.
'The majority of the teams there
will have 10-20 games under their
belt and we'll just be coming out of
the snow," Schmitz said. 'They'll
have a little bit of an advantage that
way and it will be a challenge."
As far as in the MAC, the Falcons
will have their hands full. Ball State
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BASEBALL
Continued from page 8.
role in pitching this season. Freshman Brett Baumgartner could see
some action out of the bullpen.
Deryck Griffith and lefty Aaron
Nease are also future prospects for
the Falcons.
Schmitz believes that if BG plays
as well as they did last year, the team
shouldn't have any problem scoring
runs. The middle of the lineup is
stacked with players who can drive
in runs. Right now it looks like the
middle of the lineup will include
senior designated hitter Alan
Gilhousen. junior outfielder Lee
Morrison, sophomore outfielder
Lenny Elias and infielder Sean
Ryan.

Jay Smith M.D.
General Medicine & Pain Management
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166

has won the regular season championship the last two years and retains
the most votes for a first place team
in cither conference division with 72
total votes.
"We have nothing but the greatest
amount of respect for each and every
team in the conference." Schmitz
said. "Miami is picked ahead of us;
they've got a fine ball club, and
they'll be good as well as Ball
State."
Along with Ball State and Miami,
Western Michigan will also be a
fighter against BG.
"It's a great conference," Schmitz
said.

American Limousine
Toledo, Detroit
Cleveland

Phone 419-349-5863
Fax 419-385-2824
E-mail amerilimol@aol.com
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Family Owned and Operated
Sedan Service to Area Airports
Hassle Free Travels
Credit Cards accepted
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East Coast Hockey Ltigut
Al A Glance
NORTHERN CONFERENCE
Northeast Division

w
Roanoke
Hampton Roads
Richmond
Trenton
Charlotte
Greensboro
Northwest Division

32
31
30
26
22
17
W

Peoru
34
Dayton
28
Huntington
26
lohnstown
24
Toledo
19
16
Wheeling
SOUTHERN CONFERENCE
Southeast Division
Florida
Greenville
Pee Dee
South Carolina
Jacksonville
Tallahassee
Augusta
Southwest Division

W
39
35
34
28
21
20
21

I
14
18
15
23
26
31

T
5
3
4
3
4
6

Pis
69
65
64
55
48
40

L
14
20
20
20
24
33

T
3
7
8
7
6
4

PB
71
63
60
55
44
36

I
10
11
12
19
23
25
27

T
2
6
3
6
7
6
3

National Basketball Association
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times EST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
New York
32
10
Miami
32
10
Philadelphia
28
^i
28
Orlando
25
Boston
22
31
New Jersey
21
12
M
Washington
16
Central Division
17
Indiana
35
Charlotte
30
Toronto
27
Detroil
26
Milwaukee
27
Cleveland
22
Atlanta
20
Chicago
12
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W

Pis
80
76
71
62
49
46
45

BASEBAI I
National league
PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Traded OF Al Martin and cash lo the San Diego
Padres for OF-1B John Vandcr Wal. RlfP Geraldo Padua and KIIP James Sak
BASKETBALL

Pet
627
.615
538
472
415
396
.296

CHARLOITL IIOKM Is fisted I' Brad Miller on the injured list Activat-

1/2
4 1/2
8
11
12
17 1/2

FOOTBALL
media.
DENVF.R BRONCOS—Agreed to terms with DF. lestci Anhambeau on a
seven-year contract

NF.W ORLEANS SAINTS—Signed DT Norman Hand lo a five-year comracl
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES—Activated RB Darnell Autry Signed TE Enc
Stow to a two-year contract
WASHINGTON REDSKINS—Signed G Keith Sims lo a three-year contract

II 1/2
13 1/2
17

Phoenix
Seattle 34
Sacramento

11
11
19
618
22

Golden State
I. A Clippers

38
43

796
792
635
9 1/2
585
269
204

DerMarr Johnson suspended for one game
CINCINNATI — Freshman DerMarr Johnson, the
third-leading scorer, for No. 3 Cincinnati, was suspended for one game Wednesday for violating NCAA
rules on amateurism.
Bob Goin, Cincinnati's athletics director, said Johnson accepted money from his AAU basketball coach to
help pay tuition at a New England prep school.
'This relationship occurred prior to us knowing
DerMarr," Goin said.
'This is not a university issue, this is not a basketball issue; this is an amateurism issue. There is no culpability on the part of the university."
The NCAA told the university to sit Johnson
down for a game, said Brian McCann, the .
school's associate sports information director.

MIAMI DOIJHINS—Signed WR Tony ll.imlrr and -S Orlondo Stcinauer.

13 1/2
14
22 1/2

423
389
321

Pacific Division
Portland
I. A Lakers

PHILADELPHIA 76IRS— Placed C Nur Mohammed on the injured list

9
9

4 1/2
10

Vancouver

MIAMI HFAT—Claimed Off Bruce Bovven off waivers Placed G Rodney
Buford on injured list. Released G Res Wallers

5
7 1/2

Pel
642
627
558
4S1

Minnesota
Denver
Dallas
Houston

ed G EMhdge IsstssssssW

Ml IMI H\ s! lu\ M- Named Alan Gold vice president of international
.673
577
529
500
500
415
400
235

L
19
19
23
29
30
33
36

San Antonio
Utah

W
T
PB
I
16
7
73
Louisiana
33
Mobile
30
22
2
62
19
New Orleans
28
6
62
Birmingham
27
22
4
58
25
53
Pensacola
25
3
24
Mississippi
22
5
53
Baton Rouge
22
1
24
51
Jackson
23
23
5
51
Arkansas
II
41
3
25
NOTE: Two poinB are awarded for a victory; shootout losses earn one point
and are referred lo as tie*

22
24
26
27
31
30
w

from

Wednesday's Sports Transa.ticin.

HOCK I 1
NHL—Suspended Boston I) Marty McSorley for the test of the season for hit-

1

ting Vancouvei I.W Donald Brushear in the head with his stick in a Feb 21 game.
DALLAS STARS—Recalled LW Jaime Wright fioni Mulligan of the DHL
Reassigned RW (Tins Muriav to Michigan
PHOLNIX COVOTliS—Reassigned I Jean-Guy Trudel to Springfield of the
Alll
CC1I 111,1
Mil I SAPS—Named Jason Simpson secondary coach and women's Softball
coach
ft KIH I

11 1/2
28
32

N.nicd Ken Gieene defensive backs coach

REGIS—Named Malt McDowell men's soccer coach

Al Martin to Padres in four-player trade
PITTSBURGH — The San Diego Padres ended
their search for a leadoff hitter Wednesday by acquiring left fielder Al Martin from the Pittsburgh Pirates '
for utilityman John Vander Wal and two minor lea-.
guers.
The Pirates also get Triple-A reliever Jim Sak, who
may compete for their closer's job. and right-hander
Geraldo Padua, a borderline prospect.
By dealing Martin, the Pirates created a hole atop
their batting order but opened a spot for Chad Hermansen, who hit 60 homers in Triple-A the last two
seasons. He will play alongside Brian Giles in either
right or center field, with Wil Cordero replacing Martin in left.

McSorley suspended for season for two handed slash on Brashear
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — The NHL
unleashed its full wrath on Marty
McSorley, suspending the tough guy
for the rest of the season — and
maybe more — in the harshest
penalty ever for on-ice violence.
McSorley's two-handed stick
attack to the head of Vancouver's
Donald Brashear on Monday will
keep the Boston defenseman from
playing in the Bruins' final 23 regular-season games and any playoff
games in the unlikely event Boston
qualifies.
The suspension will cost McSorley $72,000 in salary.

"Are we trying to make a statement? We're trying to right a
wrong." NHL vice president Colin
Campbell said handing out the punishment Wednesday. "In this case, if
a statement's made, that's fine, that's
good. We don't want this to happen
again, and hopefully, this has some
input."
The brutal attack was an embarrassment to the NHL. which is in the
first year of a new television deal
with ABC and ESPN.
"This is not how we want hockey
portrayed." Campbell added.
McSorley.
who
apologized
repeatedly for his savage hit that
knocked out Brashear. did not attend
a scheduled disciplinary hearing at

Now Two Great
Lounges to
Choose From!

NHL headquarters Wednesday on
the advice of his lawyer. Before he
can play again, he must meet with
commissioner Gary Bettman and
Campbell, who could decide to
extend the suspension.
The blindsidc swing to Brashear's right temple with only 2.7
seconds left in the game gave the
forward a concussion that will sideline him for several weeks.
Campbell stressed that Brashear's health was "the most important factor" in the severity of
McSorley's punishment.
The longest previous suspension
was 21 games given to Washington's
Dale Hunter for a blindside check of
the New York Islanders' Pierre Tur-

geon after a goal in a 1993 playoff
game. There have been longer suspensions for drug use.
"I think any experienced hockey
person when they sec something like
that — right off the bat — it gives
you an ugly thought." Campbell
said.
McSorley might still have to
answer to Vancouver police, who
expect to wrap of their investigation
of the attack by next week. The findings will be sent to a prosecutor,
who will decide on charges.
"We don't think further involvement by the authorities is necessary." said Bill Daly, the Mil's
executive vice president and chief
legal officer. "We think we dealt

with the situation decisively, harshly, and we think that's probably sufficient."
The NHL players' union refused
to comment on the punishment
McSorley, 36, is in the last year
of his contract and is believed to
want to return next season.
"Marty was a player who arrived
upon the scene as a tough hockey
player and his toughness opened the
door to become a skilled hockey
player," said Campbell, who was
McSorley's coach when he played
with the New York Rangers. "It's
unfortunate this had to rear its ugly
head near the end of a pretty good
hockey career."

McSorley said he was just trying
to goad Brashear into a fight at the
end of Vancouver's 5-2 victory over
Boston on Monday night when he
struck him. They had fought in the
first period, with Brashear — another of the league's heavyweights —
clearly getting the upper hand.
Brashear fell backward after
McSorley slashed him. striking his
head against the ice as his helmet
came off. His body twitched and
blood flowed from his nose.
McSorley received a match
penalty for attempt to injure and was
suspended indefinitely Tuesday,
pending the hearing.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Celebrate Spring Break Sale!t

18 & up no membership required
or 21 & up members only!

Apparel Day!
Every Thursday!

Wear Deja Vu apparel
& Get in FREE!

Free For All
Fridays &
Couples Night
Saturdays
Round out the Weekend Party!

T^TTTT
^V- ; 135 S. Byrne Rd. Toledo 531-0079 www.dejavu.com
Hey Ladies... The Millennium Men are here! March 26th Call for details

Sale Runs Today Thru Friday Feb. 25th

372-2851 .Wch^HI

Hours: Mon.- Thurs. 8-6
Fri.8-5.Sat.9-5

lw*****fr****sJ

$100 OFF

FREE
GAS. HEAT. WATER, k SEWER!

-MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS323 and 331 Mercer Rd. (Limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces, A/C,
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals.

TNEWIPVE
Bikini Contest
Doors Open at 11:00 PM
TUESDAY _

Ladies Only % Male Review
Only 90 Tickets Available
$7.00 at the door
$5.00 Reserved
For Tickets Call 354-7118 ^ '
First Month's Total Rent *Limited Time
HURRY... Expires 313100

GREENiRbMt, INC.

WEDNESDAY

309 High St. # 3.5 & 7
* Two Bedroom Apartments
* Furnished
* Patios
* FREE GAS HEAT, WATER, & SEWER
* Private Parking
$495.00 per month for a
12 month lease
le.
plus electric
Available after 7/23/99

with

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm • Saturday 9am-1pm
224 E. Wooster , Bowling Green

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.

Karaoke

Rentals

Rich Michels

332 S. Main St.

352-5620

www.nawloverealty.com

KAMIKAZES

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

U
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Indians want distance out of starters
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. — The
Cleveland Indians are hoping some
of their starting pitchers can be finishers this season, too.
Cleveland was ranked last in the
AL with just three complete games
in 1999. But this year. Indians general manager John Hart plans to get
more distance out of his starters.
'This is the year we'd like to
have five starters pitch 200 innings
each," Hart said. "Jaret Wright is the
one guy who's never done it. but
he's built for 200 innings. This is the
first time we're looking to get 1,000
innings out of our starters. We've
never had a rotation we felt had a
chance to do that."
The Indians invited 33 pitchers to
training camp, and will break camp
at the end of next month with 11 or
12 on their 25-man roster. The final
number will depend in part on how
Wright, coming off a dismal '99 season, and Cuban defector Danys Baez
pitch this spring.

New Indians manager Charlie
Manuel will also have to decide
whether to keep seven relievers or
go with six.
"We probably won't do anything
until near the end of camp," Manuel
said. "It depends on whether the
starters can go five-to-seven innings
right from the start of the year and
the health of the staff."
Manuel faces some other pitching decisions in his first year as
Cleveland manager. He needs to find
a closer to replace Mike Jackson; a
second left-hander in the bullpen to
go along with Ricardo Rincon; and a
long reliever.
Hired after Mike Hargrove was
fired following the Indians' postseason collapse against Boston, Manuel
will hold his first full-squad workout
as a big league manager on Thursday.
Manuel said Wednesday that all
of the Indians position players had
reported following the arrival of
shortstop Omar Vzquel and third
baseman Travis Fryman.

CINCINNATI — A Hamilton
County
commissioner
has
announced plans to create an authority to oversee construction and management of the Cincinnati Bengals
stadium.
"I was convinced in 1995 that the
best way to assure the long-term
value to the taxpayers was to create
such an authority," Commissioner
Bob Bedinghaus said Wednesday.
He said recent events led him to

believe the authority needed to be
set up sooner than originally
planned. Bedinghaus also said it
would take about a month to complete plans for the authority.
Last week, an accounting team
reviewing the project said controls
in place at the Paul Brown Stadium
project were insufficient. Officials
have estimated that the costs of
building stadiums for the Bengals
and the Cincinnati Reds and of related riverfront projects will top $900
million.

Campus Events

Associated Press Photo
TRAINING — Cleveland Indians manager Charlie Manuel watches batting practice at Chain of Lakes Stadium.

Taxpayers in 1996 approved a
half-cent county sales lax increase to
pay for separate stadiums for the
two teams. Taxpayers were told then
that both stadiums could be built for
a combined $540 million.
Critics from both political parties
said creation of a separate authority
to oversee the stadium project is
coming too late to help taxpayers.
"Oh, sure. Do it now after the
horse has left the barn," said Tom
Brinkman Jr., one of Bedinghaus'
fellow Republicans and a candidate

17360 N. Dixie Hwy • 352-0672 • www.daysprlngassembly.org

Travel
*1 Spnng Break Vacations! Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas, Flonda. Best Prices
Guaranteed! Free Parlies & Cover charges! Spaces limited, book now! All major
credit cards accepted! 1-800-234-7007.
www.endlesssummertours.com
""Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 Nights $279! Includes Meals 4 Free
Parties! Cancun & Jamaica $399!
spnngbreaktravel.com 1 -800-678-6386.
'Spnng Break Panama City $129! Boardwalk Room w/kitchen Next to Clubs! 7
parties-Free Dnnks! Daytona $149! South
Beach $159' Cocoa Beach $179!
spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.
Spring Break 2000
Panama City Beach, Fla.
Accommodations directly on
the strip tor only $170-100
per nighl. All rooms sleep 4-5 people.
Call and book now!
850-234-3997

Personals
England semester abroad meeting Spnng
2001 open to: Education majors thai are
treshmen, sophomore or junior in a 5 yr.
program. Meeting will be Mon.. Feb. 28th.
Rm 421 Edu. Bldg. O 3:30pm or Tues.,
Feb 29th, Rm 421 Edu. Bldg. 83:30pm.
Any ?'s contact Brenda Joy 372-7295 or
email bijoy@bgnet.

TRINITY CHURCH

Saturday Worship 7:00pm
Sundav Morning 10:30am

2UU N. Summit St., BG
Contemporary Worship - Sundays 8:30 a.m.
Worship - Sundays at 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study - Sundays 9:30 a.m.

• School or the Bible 9:30 am
TUrvljv 7::<Opm

BGSU)
FELLOWSHIP-11:00

ENTERPRISE ST. (WALKING DISTANCE FROM

Daytprlng Cainpin Fellowship
VProut ChipH. BCSU

STUDENTS AND INTERNATIONAL WELCOME!

DI
f

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
Enter to win 2 tickets to
March 31st concert
Education Building Steps
S1 a piece or 6 for $5
Benefits Dance Marathon
Bursarable
FOO ROUTERS
Senior Portraits
Schedule online
Carl Woll Studio will be in Bowling Green
next week for 3 days only. Schedule your
appointment on-line at
www.carlwolfstudlo.com
username: bowlinggreen
password 0037
Or call 372-8634. Portraits taken M-W
from 10am-6pm.

Women's Self Defense Class
Feb. 27. For more info
cuprysaOyahoo.com

AT THE HEART OF BOWLING GREEN

Just North of the Woodland Mall
Free Transportation Available...Call Pastor Pete

GRACE BRETHREN CHURCH

SUNDAY WORSHIP-9:30 BIBLE

for state representative.
"The horse has been out <>t the
barn for about 3 1/2 years," said
Marilyn Hyland, one of two Democrats hoping lo unseat Bedinghaus in
November.
She again urged county officials
to renegotiate with the Bengals.
The county has guaranteed to
have the stadium ready to host football by Aug. 19. If the county fails to
meet that deadline, it will pay millions of dollars in penalties to the
team.

CENSUS 2000-STUDENTS COUNT
Come and learn about the Census
Why it's important & what to do
When: 24lh Feb.. 2000 Thursday
Where: CHscamp Hall 101A, 3-4 pm
FHEE GIFTS AND SNACKS
Do you want to be a kid again?
BIG PLAYGROUND 2000
Saturday, February 25, 2000
10:00pm-1:00am-Rec Center
'Bring your alcohol-related message to
turn tn lor raffle tickets'
"Bouncy boxing, Sumo wrestling, Velcro
Wall, Four Square. Hop Scotch, Dodge
Ball, Pudding Fingerpainting, Face
painting. 3-on-3 basketball tournament,
DJ^
Looking tor a Summer Job?
Come to the Off-Campus Student Center
and gel ready for summer!
'Resume writing using Web Wslkup
Monday. February 21, 12 30-1 30pm
'How to work BGSU s Summer Job &
Internship Fair
Monday. March 13, 12:30-1:30pm
Free refreshments!
Sponsored by Career Services and the
Off-Campus Student Center
Division of Student Affairs

Senior Portraits
Senior Portraits
Due to tremendous response last month
we were unable to photograph everyone
who called Carl Wolf Studio will be back
on campus next week. Feb. 28 for
3 DAYS ONLY. If you still have not been
photographed please call 372-8634 to
schedule an appointment. Portraits will be
taken M-W from 10am-6pm in 28 West
Hall. This is the final time our
photographers will be in Bowling Green
this school year

Dayspring Assembly of God

GKXE

121 S.

372-6977

IV BG Nt*i »ill D« knonoof ly •*"[>* adxerwrrw-na
that diKTimnvr. « nttouraft? ditcnmiuaiion «* ■urn
MII lodi'tdual or group on the 6*1 a of nte. i**. color,
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legally protected uarut

Commissioner announces plans for stadium authority
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

City Events

Classified Ads

Monday Fresh Encounter 7:00pm
Wednesday Services 7rfXrp—

.-+-

St John's
Episcopal Church
All Are Welcome!

Church of the Nazarene
9:15 & 10:30 am Sunday School & Worship
11:45 am UMin Power Hour - home cooked meal
& Bible study for college students

BOWLING GREEN COVENANT CHURCH
1165 HASKINS RD. 352-8483
SUNDAY SERVICES, 10:00 A.M.
PASTOR GARY BAIR www.wcnel.org/-bgcc

Web Site: www.bgnazarene.org
Email:

postorscolr@bgnazarene.org
1505E.Wooster
(across from Wendy's)
353-0881

1291 Conneaut Ave. BG, OH
PH. 352-2289

f

Alliance Church of Bowling Green

tivwvv

t

"Great place to make new friends"

/ Christian Centei
Sunday Services:
Tuesday Services:
Morning Worship - 10:30 a.m
Adult BiBie Study - 7 00 p.m.
Evening Services - 6:30 p.m.
Crossroads Youth Ministry
CnildrenS Oxircn - 10:30 am
Rainbows |ages 3-5)
Sunday School ■ 9 30
NURSED PROVIDED FOR All SERVICES

123 E. Court Street
373-1913
E-mail: wotcc®Juno.cotn
Pastor Jerry Hunt

• Bible Centered • Casual Atmosphere • Contemporarv Worship

Service Time:
Sunday 10:00 a.m.

Welcomes BGSU Students
We invite you into the family of God
Sunday Worship at: 8:30 and 11:00 a.m.
"Contemporary Worship with Communion" each
Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m.
Worship Services on Sunday
8:30 and 11:00 a.m.
Saturday Worship (Communion)
5:00 p.m.

9:30 a.m. Sunday School - All Ages
10:30 a.m. Worship Service

Sunday School tor all ages

Pastor Jerry Fliger

315 S. College Drive
419-353-9305

1161 Napolean Rd. • 35*3623
*

LEASING FOR FALL 2000:
• E. Merry Avenue Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Frazee avenue Apartments
All Units Include: 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
dishwasher, garbage dispoal 3&4 person rate

224 E. Wooster
352-0717

St. Mark's Lutheran Church

$675/month + electricity (4 person rate)
$625/month + electricity (3 person rate)
For A Limited Time $300 Deposit!

i

9:45 a.m.
3 Blocks South ot Campus
e-mail: stmarkbg©wcnet.org

Watch for Campus Outreach in August 2000

ATAT Ar Ar AT AI ^Y Al AI AI AI Ar AI AI"

Get Your Feet Wet With
The Sisters of Ar!
What: Our annual Philanthropic Anchor
Splash to benefit the blind and
visually impaired.
When: Sunday, February 27, 1pm- 3pm
Where: Cooper Pool at the Rec Center
I Who: Hosted by the sisters of Delta
Gamma including a mixture of
BG's finest sororities and
fraternities.
Questions? Contact Karen KeBey at
372-5906 or Jen Gilmore at
372-5408.
Come and make a splash with usl

Personals

Personals

NAILS
Spring Break Special
Full set $25 — with Ann at

We are producing a very different look in
black & white artistic figure studies. You
must be at least 18. All ethnic backgrounds. Member of Prol. Photographers
of America. Prof. Photographers ol Ohio.
419-424-1448. studio4her®aol com

Personals
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: FEB. 29MEN'S. WOMEN'S AND CO-REC VOLLEYBALL; MAR. 1-MEN'S INNERTUBE
WATER POLO; MAR. 15-MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S INDOOR SOCCER; MAR. 16CO-REC BROOMBALL IF HAND-DELIVERING. DUE BY 3PM IN 130 PFH. IF
SENDING ELECTRONICALLY, DUE BY
12 NOON.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED
FOR VOLLEYBALL, SOCCER AND
BROOMBALL APPLY IN 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE AND PICK UP AND
COMPLETE TAKE-HOME TEST. DEADLINES: VOLLEYBALL-FEB 29; SOCCER-MAR 14;BROOMBALl-MAR. 15.
MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINIC.
LAST CHANCE lo apply lor the
National Studenl Exchange for Next Year!
Wanl lo Havel and gel BGSU credit?
Attend one of the 145 universities or
colleges in the US at in-state rates.
Only two slots left! Come to NSE Program. 310 Saddlemire Student
Services or call 2-2454 ASAP!!!!

LORAIN COUNTY STUDENTS:
PAID Summer Internships
Soph, Jr, or Sr Educ, Soc. Wk, Rec. Bus,
IPO Hist, Psych, Environ, Graphic
Design, Jour or others to work at
Nonprofit Orgs. Apply @ Co-op &
Internship Program. 310 St. Svcs. Bldg.
372-2451 Deadline: March 3"

Mine Style SMlon - 353-6263

Senior Portraits
Schedule online
Cail Wolf Studio will be in Bowling Green
next week for 3 days only. Schedule your
appointment on-line at
www.carlwolfsludlo.com
username: bowllnggreen
password 0037
Of call 372-8634. Portraits taken M-W
from 10am-6pm.
Senior Portraits
Senior Portrait*
Due to tremendous response last month
we were unable to photograph everyone
who called. Cart Woll Studio will be back
on campus next week, Feb. 28 for
3 DAYS ONLY. If you still have not been
photographed please call 372-8634 to
schedule an appointment. Portraits will be
taken M-W from 10am-6pm in 28 West
Hall. This is the final time our
photographers will be in Bowling Green
this school year.
Unlimited Tanning until May 1st.
$45.00. Campus Tanning.
352-7889

a

ME DIUM
TOR a rew
■■ 1ITWO
ITEM PIZZA"
GOOD ITIBTeS.

I

Voted Best Pizza
93»'94»'95»'96»'97«'98»'99

I

■ Over 3 Million Pizzas Sold
_
I

Coupon
Expires

I

3/31/00

Wanted
1 Rmt for sum 00 8 yr. 00-01. M/F. Close
to campus & downtown, washer & dryer,
own room, S260/mth. no utls. Call 3533410, Mary or Jasmine.
2-3 subleasers lor May-Aug . $180/mth »
utilities, own bedroom, Campbell Hill, spacious. Call Beth 353-6918.
Subleaser need ASAP for Fox Run. For
more details, call at any time, 352-1476.
Subleaser needed
1 bdrm apt security deposit paid
May 00 or Aug 00-May 01. 354-0458

Help Wanted
400 Counselors/Instructors needed! Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains, PA.
Lohikan. 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com.
Accounts Payable Entry Clerk. Temporary full-time position starting March
20 lasting 8-12 weeks. Previous accounting exp. preferred. $10/hr + bonus for completing assignment. Apply
in person or forward resume, including
hours you are available to work, to
Green Manufacturing, 1032 S. Maple,
Box 408, BGO 43402, EOE.
Aspiring Writers
Inform, Expose
Provoke, Explain
Tell. Ask. Vent, Change
an online college community
email: earn@maincampus.com
$25 per article)

Awviomt Aussie themed restaurant
seeks energized individuals for big fun
and full time employment.
The Outback Sleakhouse in
Findlay, Ohio

352-5166 J

Apply in person.
Mon-Fri 10-6 & Sat 10-3
930 Interstate Dr.
Across from Holiday Inn Express

203 N Main. B.G

f

35 Years
Serving You
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HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
110 I

Worried about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests Confidential and
Caring. 354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center.

KITCHEN POSITIONS

Free Delivery|

Wail Infloa Slreet, Bowling Green. Ohk

419 354-6036

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is S5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC., 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Oueen next to the railroad tracks.

SUPPLEMfNTAl

ATTN: Grad Students

www.supplemenlal.com

Now Leasing
lor
Fall 2000

^ SUPPLEMENTAl

facilities in bldg
a/c, quiet. From $395 mo.

:

TH-E. ATLTBC
Umaue He.*iCkn Cuisine

TACO
ALAMBRES .
10% OFF
HAPPY HOUR
3PM-7PM

uuu.supplemental.com

The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd
One bedroom, laundry

Help Wanted

SUPPLEMENTAL
wwu.supplemental.com

Jay-Mar Apts.

Barry's Bagels now hiring counter help
3rd shift. Contact Suzie at 354-0011.
Camp WIII«on-West Central OH-YMCA
seeks summer staff for 9 wk co-ed resident camp serving children 7-17. Need
counselors for horseback riding, teens,
outpost and traditional camp. Great
internships available! Call 800-423-0427
for details. See us at the Summer Job
Fair 3/14 tor an interview.
Fraternities * Sororltlo"
Clubs" Student Groups
Student organizations earn
$1,000-82,000 with the easy
campusfundraiser com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraismg dates are filling quickly, so
call today! Contact campusfundraiser.com
(888) 923-3238, or visit
Mww.campusiundraiser.CQmInlernet developer w/programming
experience, knowledge of website design,
site maintenance, & data base integration
helpful. E-mail resume to:
webmaster@findlayoh.com
Now hiring 3rd shift pt. & full time. Benefits & commission avail. Apply within, BP
Oil, 1670 E. Wooster.
Scioto Country Club in Columbus, Ohio is
now hiring for the following
summer positions:
Pool, snack stand, lifeguards.
Please contact Laura Watson for more
information (614) 486-4341.
Summer Counselors
Great staff-Great facilities-Great Experience, N.Y.S. Co-ed resident camp 2
hours NYC. Athletics, Baseball, Basketball, Tennis. Roller Hockey. Swimming.
Waterskiing, Boat River. Woodworking.
Photography, Ceramics, Ropes/Wall.
Kennybrook-633 Saw Mill River Road,
Ardsley. N Y. 10502 Fax (914) 693-7678.
1-800-58-Camp2, E-mail:
Kennybrook @ AOL.com.
SUMMER JOBS
Female and male counselors needed
for top children's camp in Maine.
Top salary, room/board/laundry, clothing
& travel allowance provided. Must love
children and have skill in one or more of
the following activities: archery, arts &
crafts (ceramics, stained glass, jewelry),
basketball, canoeing, kayaking, dance
(tap, pointe & jazz), field hockey, golf,
gymnastics (instructors & qualified spotters), horseback riding/English hunt seat,
lacrosse, digital photography, videographer. piano accompianist,
pioneering/camp craft, ropes (challenge
course, 25 stations), sailing, soccer, softball, tennis, theatre, thealre technicians
{set design, costumer), track & field, volleyball, waterskiing (slalom, trick, barefoot, jumping). W.S.IVSwim instructors,
windsurfing. Also opportunities for nurses,
HTML/web design and secretaries.
CAMP VEGA FOR GIRLSI
COME SEE US1
www.campvega.com
E-mail: jobs@campvega.com
Call 1-800-838-VEGA
We will be on your campus Tuesday,
March 28, 2000-Olscamp Hall Rm 104
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION
FROM 10AM-4PM.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY.

lUStefl^

quiet, spacious, laundry
facilities in bldg, a/c

gas heat From S475 mo.
We'll take care olyou
Best price, well maintained.
privacy & dead boll security, large
apartments.
Call 354-6036

SUPPLEMENTAL

discounts with student ID.

CORNER OF WOOSTER &
353-2505

^ SUPPLEMENTAL

Fantastic Rural Setting'
Spacious 3 ♦ BR. rural setting recently
upgraded city services,
W/D, gas heat, GiadVProf. prel.
$995/mo. Call 354-6036
www.wcnet org/-Highland

Summer Wort tor Students
Men willing to learn and work on wood
floors including gym Doors. Starting when
school is out (or the summer until the end
of August. Work consists of operating
equipment, including floor buffers and
floor sanding machines. Also measuring.
laying out and painting game lines and art
work. And applying gym floor finishes. We
will thoroughly train you in all phases of
the work. Job pays $8.00 per hour. You
can expect between 40-50 hours per
week. Hours can be flexible. Must be
punctual and reliable and willing to accept
responsibility Please contact Bob Koch
419-385-5814 or fax resume to

'"Large. 6 BR, 2 fir houit, close to campus, incl. all utilities. 2 full baths, furnished, new ktch. dr. carpet, parking lot, roof
and will be painted In full by start of new
lease Interested call 353-0325
"Houses. Apts., Rooms 00-01 S.Y."
Houses; 916 3rd St., 6 bed-new carpet
307 1/2 E. Reed-3BR. washer/dryer
211 E. Reed. Up or Down-New Carpet
326 Leroy Up or Down
Apartments; 311-316 E. Merry, 2-Bed
As low as S425/month
AND MORE Call 353-0325 9-9.
Listings 24 hrs. 316 E. Merry «3

419-385-6483.
PUT-IN-BAY
Help wanted for the 2000 season:
event staff-personnel
cocktail people, bar backs, security.
sound tec & stage lighting personnel,
Chef's, short order cooks, Housing
available for all jobs. Spend a summer at
the bay.
The Beer Barrel Saloon
419-285-BEER

1 1/2 blocks from campus, 239 Manville,
1 BR apartment, Aug. lease. Call 3529392.
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May of 2000
352-7454
1,2.3 Bedroom AptsFrom only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7716

Telephone interviewing. NO SALES. Relaxed atmosphere, flexible scheduling. In
Perrysburg. 874-5842.
Too many customers-not enough dancers
No exp. necessary, will train. FT/PT

419-476-6640
UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM
SUMMER RESIDENTIAL
COMPONENT
June 24-August 5, 2000
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
RESIDENTIAL AIDES
Minimum sophomore classification.
Preference given to individuals with
experience in Residence Life. Should not
be enrolled in classes during the second
summer session.
Room, board, and salary.

11730 Sugar Ridge-3 miles Irom town,
large, dean, modern, 2 bdrm Twinplexgrge, dshwr, garbage disposal, Irg yard,
$575/mlh 868-'W35
2 bdrm. apt. Close to campus. All util.
paid. $460 mo. Avail May 15 Call 3525475 or 352-8333.
230 4 234 S College houses-2 bdrms.
each, big yards, hardwood floors, 1 blck
from campus. 12 mlh leases, $750 and
$675 mth each 868-3035

INSTRUCTORS
Bachelor's degree required in the
selected course of instruction
(Mathematics, English, Science, History,
Foreign Language, or Fine Arts).
Instruction Monday through Friday.
Class time blocks are ninety minutes.
Must have flexible schedule during the
morning or early afternoon hours.
Non-residential. Salary based on
qualifications.
All applicants must submit an unofficial
transcript with application
Applications are available in the
College Park Office Building
Room 37
Due March 31,2000

4 bdrm house. 2 full baths tor summer
sublease. Built in Aug 1999 Includes AC,
dshwshr. private pkg area, w/d hookup.
Close to campus. 353-4467.

For Sale

Avail. Aug. 15. 2000. Close to Univ Yr's
lease. 3 bdrm house. $650 plus util. Call
686-4651.

1986 Pontiac 6000 STE,
V6. Auto, Sunroof, Good condition,
$1850, Call 353-7642.

Avail, in Aug. Close to univ. Yr's lease. 3
bdrm. house. $850 plus util. Call 6864651.

1992 Pontiac Grand Am. 4 door, good
condition. $2.200. 353-5365.

GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd St. gdhov©wcnetorg 354-9740
FALL 2000/2001. Now leasing
1 bdrm starts $395 & elec/tree heat.
2 bdrm starts $545 & elec/free heat.
W/D facil., AC, parking/walk-in closet,
tum./unturn. renovated, quiet. No pets

3 10' Rockford Fosgate Punches in an
enclosed box. 600 watt California Menace
AMP 4 gage power wire, RCA cables and
speaker wire. All brand new, only one vehicle. 6 months old $400.00. Call Chad
354-0241.
83' Ford Ranger Pickup
CD Player, New Motor
$950, 352-0944

HONDAS FROM $29/mo. Police
impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19.9%. For
listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558.

-DOWIVTOWIV—

www supplemental.com

Person's" needed lo work with autistic
child in my Oregon home. Evenings & extended summer hours. 419-693-7869.

89 Honda Accord, Great cond., loaded,
auto, air, cruise. Pwr everything, 150K
hwy mil, 1 owner, water tread tires,
$4000, 352-2686. Iv. msg.

803 -815 8th st.

For Rent

Help Wanted

r
>-6 badtOOm house Ux rani on 1st block
ot South College. Avail May 2000. 353-

3684.
Across St. from campus. 1318 E. Wooster, 3 BR house. May lease. Call 352-

9392
Apt's avail, for summer or fall. Call for
more inlo and pricing 601 3rd, 704 5th,
710 7th, 352-3445 (2 bdrm furnished
avail, now).
Apts. for 2000-2001 school year
1 to 3 person - 12 mo. leases only
Sieve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls after 8pm

Houses lor rent: All 12 month leases, tenants pay utilities, security deposit & parental guarantees.
730 Elm--2 BR, $475/mo. avail. May 1
316 Ridge(Front)-2 BR. $600
avail. May 23
217 S. College-3 BR, $630 avail May 23.
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854
after 5:00pm.
Village Green Apts.
2 bedroom Apts.
Available lor August.
Call 354-3533

H H w supplemental.com

From 9:00 - 5:00
www.wcnet.org/-hlghland

SUPPLEMENTAL

Now on Cable Channel 6

<3*-AS*/

Bahamas Party

530-Live
Re broadcast at
10:30 K 7.30am

Management inc.
FALL OI'KMNGS

1.800.426.7710
sunsplashtours.com

Wood County's
1-2 bedroom. 9 1/2- 12 mo
Leases

c

Start at $.180.

Call 353-5800

BIG BOY
BREAKFAST

/SJEfcCA

Everyday Low Prices

Evergreen Apts. 215 I.

Management Inc.
POe,

Studios I bdrm. laundry on site.

Uj^Corned Beef Hash
Skillet
$5.29
|4jg8*AII American
Skillet
S6.99
d^pKountry Skillet . S4.99
Farmer's Omelette . . 55.99
Hotcake Platter .... S4.99
Country Brkfst Platter $5.49
Big Boy Breakfast . . $5.49
French Toast
S3.29
Classic Breakfast . . . $4.99

* All Breakfast *
Selections Served
Anytime Of Day!

Starts at $250
Call 353-581 Hi

Management Inc.
Greenbeavcr Apt. 642 S. College
2-3 bdrm; Allows pets (extra $1
starting at $460
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
1 bdrm BRAND NEW
Starts at $400

Television news
source

L iA/Una- Cowvi/otfr
445 E. Wooster St.
353-5992 OR 354-5203
Tobacco Pipes &
accessories & Gilt items
Tattoos & Piercings
in the Bank Vault

Spring 8reafc
Piercing Special
Navel & Eyebrow
only $30

Call 353-580(1

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St..
I bdrm. Remodeled.
Starts at S400

/?f|fc!CA
Management Inc.

• Tongue•
only $40

Hurry over now to be
ready for
Spring Break 2000!

Slop by our office M 1045 N. Main St
for complete listing or Ciill .15.1-5800.
wwM.wcnct.urB/-inecca

I

I

Cruise $279
Panama $139
Florida $149
SUp * "M MNk ' r«t P*i*» • mortal Tun

City Bcsvto* HcMtikuSumcmSUcn

7ttgNi*airiMa SwWBwch Cocoa hurt

only LIVE local

Management Inc.
Ilillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairvieu.

Sea Btul '.*(• Mt 1 of b vftM bvftnaun t« tut US ■« !W« B
tcoptfrt v otRtUpanf an vr Ccant* * Sm« human kiwi

Cancun & Jamaica $439
Management. Inc.

>

Fall Openings
Management Inc.
(ireenbeaver
Apt. 642 S. College
3 bdrm. lownhouse; 2 car garage
Air condition/washer & dryer
Starting at SI0207month
(.111353-5800

- Nam • ** . Hot* ■ Im food A X m of OnflM
tpringbrcokiravcl.com - Our 13th Year!

1-800-678-6386
COLLEGE OF
MUSICAL ARTS
PRESENTS

W.A. MOZART'S
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WORK

I I M II
AGAIN!

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Willow House
830 l:ourih St.
RKMODELF.D/Air Condition
dishwasher / garbage disposal
I bdrm.
Starts at $400-Call 353-5800

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses
Jk '<S/tp/tjAa/ir/.7/a/uui

Management Inc.

Enterprise House
114 N. Enterprise
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN/
CAMPUS
I lull MI / Utilities included
Starts at $335-011 353-5800

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
call 353-5800.
www.wcnel.org/~mecca

FEBRUARY 25 8t 26
AT 8 P.M.
KOBACKER HALL
MOORE MUSICAL
ARTS CENTER
BOWLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY
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V Top wages
V Flexible Hours
•1 Paid Vacations
V Health/Dental
Insurance
Employee Stock
Option Plan

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply in person
Mon. - Fri. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee. OH 43537 j
(Just a tew minutes from DGI
Take 1-4T5W to Dussel-turn right.)

^

